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In a Few

WORDS
How well do you know the denomination or federation to which
you belong? As far as that goes, how well do you know the
congregation of which you are a member?
Many churches publish an updated church directory on an annual
basis, listing not only the names of their families and individuals
but also their addresses, telephone numbers, e-mail addresses, and
other details. I always am surprised how many changes occur in
just a year’s time within a congregation. Members move, or they
get different phone numbers, new children are born, new persons
join, members die, and people leave for other churches. So it is not
only interesting but important to own a church directory. It keeps
us up to date on the latest facts and circumstances of our fellow
church members.
Much the same could also be
said as regards denominational
directories. They keep us up to date
on the latest facts as regards the
broader body of churches to which
we belong.
The Reformed Fellowship has had
the privilege to publish the church
directory for the United Reformed
Churches for several years now.
The latest such directory will soon
be coming out. It will show the
latest information available on the
churches in the URC federation,
their pastors, their officers, their
membership, and more. It will
also provide an overview of the
federation as a whole in terms
of its total members, baptisms,
professions of faith, and deaths for
the last year.
I believe it is important for all our
families to own such a directory.
Let me offer some reasons.
1. It keeps you informed about
the URC and how it is doing. It
tells you whether it is growing
or declining or staying about the
same numerically. It tells you
which ministers are serving in
which congregations. It gives you

knowledge as to how you can
contact particular churches or
pastors.
2. A URC directory is very handy
to have with you when you are
traveling or going other places, so
you can know, for example, where
you can find such a church to visit
on a Sunday.
3. It is good for every consistory
member to have such a directory,
because it also gives information
on the congregations within the
classis to which their church
belongs. In addition, if a church is
vacant, it provides information on
ministers who might be available
for a call. Some churches have
the practice that whenever new
council members are installed, they
receive the latest denominational
directory. In that way, all the
council members can keep abreast
of information they need to know
about their federation.
4. It enhances that precious church
unity we must all have with our

Rev. James Admiraal

fellow believers. That’s what a
local church directory does for
the members of a particular
congregation. It is also what a
denominational directory does
for those who belong to that
denomination.
It is for such reasons that
Reformed Fellowship is eager to
publish an updated directory for
the URC once again. We trust it
will serve churches and members
well.
One note should be added: The
information within the URC
directory does not come from the
Reformed Fellowship but from
statisticians of the URC itself.
And they, in turn, are dependent
on local church statisticians for
their information. We hope that
such information is accurate,
and publish the directory in that
confidence. So, if information is
missing or in error, you may let
Reformed Fellowship know, but
we can only pass it on to those
who alone have the authority to
make the needed changes.

is a member of the board of
Reformed Fellowship, Inc.
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Are There Really Five Points of
Calvinism?
The end of 2018 through the
beginning of 2019 will mark the four
hundredth anniversary of the Synod
of Dort (held November 13–May
29) and its greatest achievement:
the Canons of Dort.1 This synod
or ecclesiastical assembly of
professors, pastors, and politicians
from throughout Reformed regions
in Europe gathered in the city of
Dort in the Netherlands to debate
and deliberate how to respond to
the teachings of Jacobus (James)
Arminius and his followers. The result
was its canons or theological rules.
So often in popular imagination the
canons are called “the five points of
Calvinism.” Preachers preach series
through the so-called five points
using the canons as support. Writers
constantly produce books on the
so-called five points. In this first of
five articles on the canons I want
to propose the provocative thesis
that there’s no such thing as the five
points of Calvinism. Let’s go back to
the beginning of the seventeenth
century to the major theological
and spiritual fight about grace that
culminated at the Synod of Dort to
understand why.

The Reformation Goes Down to
the Netherlands
The strife at Dort was just one
episode in a larger drama that hit the
scene of Europe in what we know
as the sixteenth-century Protestant
Reformation. The Reformation didn’t
come out of nowhere but was rooted
in a series of lengthy medieval
debates.2 For a century and a half
“reformation” movements found
a home in the Netherlands: the
Waldensians, the Lollards, and the
Brethren of the Common Life. It’s said
that on the eve of the Reformation,
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even Frisian fisherman who lived in
huts could read, write, and discuss
biblical interpretation.3 Then came
Martin Luther (1483–1546), whose
translation of the Old Testament
(1522) and complete Bible (1534)
was translated into Dutch and used
by Augustinian monks in preaching
in the Netherlands. In the 1530s
“radical” reformation came in the
form of the Anabaptist movement,
and soon after, Reformed theology
infiltrated the southern Netherlands
around the year 1544 while it wasn’t
until the 1560s that it spread to the
northern provinces.
At the time of the Reformation, the
Holy Roman Emperor Charles V
(1500–1558) ruled the Netherlands.
Proving that all politics is local, he
was a popular ruler having been
raised in the Netherlands while
ruling as the count of each of the
seventeen territories individually
via local men to stand in his place
as stahouder (“steward”). After
Charles retired out of public life
to a monastery in 1556, his son
Phillip II of Spain (1527–1598) took
rule. But the apple fell very far from
the tree. He was despised by all
groups, especially Protestants, for
his persecution that forbade reading
and possessing forbidden books,
worshipping outside the Roman
Church, talking or disputing openly
or secretly about the Scriptures and
especially difficult doctrines. He even
had a law conscripting the citizenry
into his information apparatus
that said if you failed to inform the
authorities of someone later found
to be a heretic, you would be guilty
of treason. Tensions boiled over in
1566 with a revolt over images and
statues in the churches called the
beeldenstorm, “the statue storm,”
leading to a vicious inquisition.

Rev. Daniel R.
Hyde

Resistance coalesced in 1572 under
the leadership of William of Orange
(1533–1584), the leading noble in
rhe Netherlands. The ten southern
provinces united in the Catholic
Union of Arras in January 1579 while
the seven northernmost provinces
formed the Union of Utrecht. Philip
besieged Leiden, attempting to
divide the seven provinces in two.
William’s army wasn’t large enough
to end the siege directly, but his plan
was the stuff of military legend: he
convinced the city officials to put
out the fires of war by breaking the
dikes and flooding the city so he
could fight with his navy! After victory,
William offered the city perpetual
non-taxation. Instead, they asked for
a university.
The new United Provinces rejected
Phillip’s rule in 1582 with William
as Stadhouder. When he was
assassinated in 1584, his son, Prince
Maurice of Nassau (1567–1625),
a strong military leader, became
Stadhouder while Johan van
Oldenbarneveldt (1547–1619) became
its Landsadvocaat (“land’s advocate”)
or the chairman of the republican
government.

Every Story Needs a Bogeyman
Decades of struggle within the
Dutch Reformed churches ensued
and came to a head in the person of
Jakob Hermanszoon (1559–1609),
Latinized as Jacobus Arminius.4
Arminius became the twelfth student
at that upstart University of Leiden
(1576–1581).5 After six years of study
he took an academic pilgrimage
(peregrinatio academica) in Geneva
under Theodore Beza (1519–1605),
Basel, and Padua. Upon his return,
Beza wrote a glowing letter of
recommendation for Arminius’s
ordination, saying, “God has gifted

him with an apt intellect both as
respects the apprehension and
the discrimination of things” and
that “unquestionably, so far as we
are able to judge, [is] most worthy
of your kindness and liberality.”6
In August 1588 Arminius became
one of the pastors of the Reformed
church in Amsterdam, signing
the Form of Subscription to the
Heidelberg Catechism and Belgic
Confession.7
Like all good young Reformed
preachers, Arminius began with
Romans. No doubt a comment on
his own angst as a young pastor
looking for fruit in his ministry,
Arminius said that his hearers
“would have been better off if they
had remained in the Roman Catholic
Church, because then at least they
would be doing good works in the
hope of eternal reward while now
they did none at all.”8 When he
came to Romans 5 he said death
was inevitable even if Adam had
obeyed the Lord’s command.9 By
1591 he said in Romans 7 Paul was
speaking of the unregenerate man,
meaning, even after the Fall man
had free will.10 By 1592 he made it to
Romans 9 and got into even more
trouble suggesting that “Jacob I
loved and Esau I hated” meant not
individual but classes of people.11
Arminius joined a larger controversy
on the doctrine of predestination
within the Reformed churches in
England and the Netherlands as
well as the Roman Catholic Church.
As Richard Muller notes,

The end of 2018
through the beginning
of 2019 will mark
the four hundredth
anniversary of the

Synod of
Dort

5

the view of grace and election
expressed by Arminius was not
some new invention brought
about by a close analysis of
problems in the Reformed
doctrine, but a doctrinal
perspective similar both to late
medieval doctrines of grace
and election and to the views
of several British writers who
protested against the Reformed
doctrine of predestination at
Cambridge only a decade
before Arminus and profoundly
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akin to the views expressed by
Roman Catholic opponents of
Michael Baius during the same
period.12
In 1602–1603, the plague took the
lives of thousands in the Netherlands,
including two of the three theological
faculty at Leiden: Lucas Trelcatius
(1542–1602) and Franciscus
Junius the Elder (1545–1602). Only
Franciscus Gomarus (1563–1641)
survived. Never wanting a good
crisis to go to waste, the avantgarde members of the government
appointed Arminius to the faculty,
which concerned “strict” Calvinist
ministers. Gomarus agreed to
interview Arminius as a precaution
and was satisfied. Within a couple of
years, though, questions began to
surface about Arminius’s theology.
Gomarus became convinced that
Arminius was undermining the chief
article of the church, the doctrine of
justification by faith alone: “I would
not dare to appear before God’s
throne if I believed what Arminius
does.”13
Many ministers in the Netherlands
called for a national synod, which
had not been held since 1586, in
The Hague.14 Yet most of the nobles
and politicians were on the side
of Arminius. In 1607 the Regional
Synod of South Holland dealt with
complaints about his theology. The
political commissioner conveyed
the grievances to Arminius, who
agreed to a friendly conference with
Gomarus later that year, but nothing
was settled. In 1609 a second
meeting was held, but again, with no
resolution. Then Arminius died.15

The Remonstrants Remonstrate
with a Remonstrance
The death of Professor Arminius
did not end the strife. On January
14, 1610, forty-six ministers gathered
in the city of Gouda and crossed
the Rubicon. Led by Johannes
Uytenbogaert (1557–1644), the
court preacher, with support by
van Oldenbarneveldt, they were
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convinced that their views should
be tolerated. They prepared a
document to this effect called The
Remonstrance (a public protest),
which contained five points. This
party of ministers became known as
the Remonstrants (protesters).
In their five points they taught that
God’s election of sinners was not
grounded in his will and love alone
but was conditioned by, and based
upon, the foreseen faith of sinful
men. They taught that Christ died
“universally,” that is, for the sins of
every man in precisely the same
way. They taught that man was
sinful yet, by the act of his free will,
could resist the grace of the Holy
Spirit. And they taught that no man
in this life could have the assurance
that he was a child of God, because
there was always the possibility of
losing one’s salvation.16
These theological tensions didn’t
exist in an ivory tower, though. While
the young republic had just come out
of war it was facing inevitable war
again. The end of the 1609 Twelve
Years’ Truce with Spain was on the
horizon. Under this pressure the two
theological sides met from March
10–25 and May 11–20, 1611, in The
Hague (Collatio Hagiensis). But again,
this was to no avail. By summer 1617,
under the influence of Sir Dudley
Carleton, English ambassador to the
Netherlands, Prince Maurice aligned
himself with the orthodox Reformed.
In response, van Oldenbarneveldt
rallied the provinces of Holland and
West Friesland to issue “The Sharp
Resolution” (De Scherpe Resolutie),
stating that no national synod would
be held and that local magistrates
were allowed to raise militias to
ensure this. Maurice showed that it
was better to speak softly and carry a
big stick. Unlike van Oldenbarneveldt,
he had a standing army that disarmed
these local militias on July 31, 1618,
paving the way for the synod. The
fledgling republic and fractured
Reformed Church was on the verge of
civil war; all the while Spain prepared
for 1621.

The Synod of Dort
The decision to hold a national
synod within the Dutch Reformed
Church soon became an opportunity
for an international synod at the
urging of King James I of England
(1566–1625). Invitations were then
sent on July 25, 1618, to Reformed
principalities across Europe to send
their best theologians to help settle
the strife. Eventually on April 26, 1619,
the canons were presented to the
States General. On May 6, 1619, the
delegates processed down the street
to the Grote Kerk (“Great Church”)
of Dordrecht for a public reading
of the canons aloud in Dutch. Each
signatory’s name was read after
which each tipped his hat.17

The Canons, or There is
No Such Thing as “the Five
Points of Calvinism”
The main thing to keep in mind is
that it was the Remonstrants who put
forward five points; synod responded
with counterpoints. This means that
what Reformed churches believe
is not summarized in the Canons
of Dort or in their modern overly
simplified acronym, TULIP (Total
depravity; Unconditional election;
Limited atonement; Irresistible grace;
Perseverance of the saints).18 This
acronym is a product of the early
twentieth century19 and reorders
the actual points of both the
Remonstrants and response in the
canons, plus it would have been
impossible to come up with since
the Dutch word for tulip is tulp.20
According to Muller it’s;
incorrect to identify the five
points or the document from
which they have been drawn,
the Canons of Dort, as a full
confession of the Reformed
faith, whole and entire unto
itself. In other words, it would
be a major error—both
historically and doctrinally—if
the five points of Calvinism
were understood either as the
sole or even as the absolutely

Before Dort there was 166-point Calvinism; after Dort added its 93 articles
and rejections there is 259-point Calvinism. And we think being a 5-pointer
is really flexing some theological muscle!
primary basis for identifying
someone as holding the
Calvinistic or Reformed faith. In
fact, the Canons of Dort contain
five points only because
the Arminian articles, the
Remonstrance of 1610, to
which they responded, had
five points. The number five,
far from being sacrosanct,
is the result of a particular
historical circumstance and
was determined negatively by
the number of articles in
the Arminian objection to
confessional Calvinism.21
What Reformed churches believe
is most fully confessed in the 37
articles of the Belgic Confession
and 129 questions and answers of
the Heidelberg Catechism.22 Before
Dort there was 166-point Calvinism;
after Dort added its 93 articles
and rejections there is 259-point
Calvinism. And we think being a
5-pointer is really flexing some
theological muscle! Again, Muller
says,
There are, therefore, more than
five points and—as far as the
confessions and the Reformed
dogmaticians from Calvin to
Kuyper are concerned—there
cannot be such a thing as a
“five-point Calvinist” or “fivepoint Reformed Christian” who
owns just those five articles
taken from the Canons of
Dort and who refuses to accept
the other “points” made by
genuinely Reformed theology.23
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Hell

One recent writer on hell begins
with this line: “If you are excited
to read this book, you have issues.”
He later adds, “Hell should not be
1
studied without tearful prayer.”
Paul Helm writes similarly, “Hell is
a dreadful topic, which anyone with
any sensitivity naturally shrinks from
thinking about.”
It is okay to not like hell.
In fact, we can be stronger: It is not
okay to savor thoughts of eternal
punishment.
“And yet,” adds Helm, “a certain type
of religious personality has loved to
dwell on the subject, to embellish it
in lurid detail, to linger on the pains,
and the hopelessness, in a way that
tells us more about such a person’s
own psychological and spiritual state
than about the sober and restrained
2
witness of Scripture.”

Those who delight in the topic of
hell or who love to emphasize hell
beyond biblical warrant betray a
heart that poorly reflects the attitude
of God on the topic. At the tomb of
Lazarus Jesus wept (John 11:17–37).
Of course. he loved his dead friend.
But he also wept over the hardness
of heart of the unbelievers at that
funeral. Jesus cried because he
knew that for some in that crowd he
would not be the resurrection and
the life. As he looked toward the
gaping mouth of the cave of Lazarus’s
tomb perhaps Christ thought of that
“bottomless pit” out of which smoke,
as of a great furnace, always arises
(Rev. 9:2) into which all rebellious
creatures will one day be cast. Later
The Outlook | 8
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Jesus wailed over Jerusalem, over the
scores of hard-hearted people who
rejected his offer of refuge (Luke
13:34). God does not love hell. He
does not delight in the destruction of
the wicked (Ezek. 18:23).
Besides being symptomatic of a
shrunken heart, imaginative, lurid,
and eager descriptions of hell can
needlessly hinder others from
embracing the Bible and its Author.
C. S. Lewis was bluntly honest about
hell: “There is no doctrine which
I would more willingly remove
from Christianity than this, if it lay
in my power.” But Lewis was well
aware that his disdain of hell could
not change reality. The doctrine of
hell, he acknowledged, “has the full
support of Scripture and, specially, of
our Lord’s own words; it has always
been held by Christendom; and it has
the support of reason. If a game is
3
played, it must be possible to lose.”
With only few, radical exceptions
throughout history, the church has
understood the Bible to teach the
reality of a place called hell.

The Testimony of Scripture
Studying what the Bible says about
4
hell can try one’s faith. What we do
with the subject “is a litmus test of
our readiness to follow the way set
out in the Scriptures, even when the
5
way proves difficult.”

At the same time, we must resist
the temptation to hyper-literalize
the Bible’s descriptions of hell, as if
orthodoxy demanded a commitment
to the most ghastly interpretation
of the verses in question. Louis

Berkhof is helpful at this point. “It
is undoubtedly true . . . that a great
deal of the language concerning
heaven and hell must be understood
6
figuratively.” Accepting a non-literal
understanding of hell’s images is not
a soft pedaling of Scripture. Charles
Hodge explains: “These descriptions
of the judgment are designed to
teach us moral truths, and not the
physical phenomena” by which God’s
judgment will be accomplished. The
temperature of hell and its precise
location “are questions about which
7
we need give ourselves no concern.”
Modern Reformed theologians agree.
“Biblical imagery conveys something
of the reality of hell, but ought not
be taken literally. We should think
soberly and carefully about the
reality to which this imagery points
us: the reality of being banished
from the blessed presence of God,
being under the felt impression
of his everlasting displeasure, and
being subjected to the perpetual
frustration and fury of sinful, but
8
futile, rebellion against his will.” It
is, in fact, “impossible to determine
precisely what will constitute the
eternal punishment of the wicked,
and it behooves us to speak very
9
cautiously on the subject.”
Sincere readers recognize that hell,
despite its offensiveness, is not a
fringe topic of Scripture. Rather, it is
at the center of the warnings of Jesus
and the apostles; it functions the
same in the Old Testament as in the
New. The message of Scripture about
hell can be summarized in a brief
sentence: Hell is a place of unending

“what people receive
is not only what they
deserve but what they
have in effect already
chosen—namely to
be without God and
therefore without any
of the good that he
gives; second, the fact
that the sentence is
proportioned to the
knowledge of God’s
word, work, and will
that was disregarded”
– J. I. Packer

negative judgment against the
unsaved commencing after Christ’s
return.
Hell Is a Place
As critics of a literal hell suggest,
there is surely a sense in which “hell
is now.” “Aside from Scripture there is
no stronger proof for the existence of
hell than the existence of this world
. . . from whose misery the features
of the [biblical] picture of hell are
10
derived.” But while consistently and
candidly acknowledging the hellish
conditions which sin creates in this
present age, the Bible is clear: hell, as
a dwelling place for unsaved humans
and fallen angels, is primarily
coming. People can enter, or more
forcibly, be cast into hell (Matt.
5:29–30; 18:8–9; Luke 12:5). Hell is
described as a place with boundaries
that cannot be crossed (Luke 16:26).
Those who affirm the reality of
heaven should, with trembling
11
honesty, do the same for hell.

Hell Is a Place of Negative Judgment

Hell is a place of gloomy darkness (2
Pet. 2:4, English Standard Version) in

which one’s soul and body experience
a sort of death (Matt. 10:28). It is a
place of punishment, destruction,
12
and privation. Hell is, in fact,
synonymous with destruction (Prov.
15:11). It is contrasted with the place
of life (Prov. 15:24). God’s presence
in hell is as the eternal Judge devoid
of any blessed manifestations of his
13
love, mercy, and grace (Ps. 139:8).
Hell Is a Place of Unending Negative
Judgment

Either by appealing to Scripture or to
a certain sense of God’s character—
or as a way of avoiding the crushing
weight of the alternative—some
Christians have suggested that hell
is merely a symbol for the total
annihilation of unbelievers occurring
at or after the final judgment. In its
various forms annihilationism, or
conditional immortality, teaches
that there is no hell in which
the damned experience eternal
14
conscious punishment. Against
this view, Scripture uses the same
word (Old Testament: olam; New
Testament: aionios) to describe the

eternal punishment of the wicked
and the eternal life of the righteous
(Dan. 12:2; Matt. 25:46). Four times
in a brief speech Jesus repeats this
grim reality: hell’s fires shall never be
quenched (Mark 9:43–48). As Hodge
says, God “has never, either in his
word or in his works, revealed his
purpose to destroy anything he has
15
once created.” The biblical writers,
and none more so than Jesus, warn
against hell because hell is a place of
never-ending loss, not merely a state
of non-being.
Hell Is a Place of Unending Judgment
against the Unsaved
Hell is a place for those from “all
nations” who refused to submit to
the Lord in this life (Prov. 23:14)
but instead worshipped the devils
and his demons (Rev. 14:8–10). The
doom of some ungodly men “who
were long ago marked out for this
condemnation” is certain (Jude 4). At
the same time, says Herman Bavinck,
“in light of Scripture, both with
regard to the salvation of pagans and
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that of children who die in infancy,
we cannot get beyond abstaining
from a firm judgment, in either a
16
positive or a negative sense.” Other
Reformed theologians have been
even more optimistic: On the basis
of God’s electing grace, “we have
reason to believe . . . that the number
of the finally lost in comparison
with the whole number of the saved
will be very inconsiderable. Our
blessed Lord, when surrounded by
the innumerable company of the
redeemed, will be hailed as the . . .
Savior of Men, as the Lamb that bore
17
the sins of the world.” “In the lack
of people is the downfall of a prince”
(Prov. 14:28b). Will God have such a
problem? Will he not be honored by
a multitude (v. 28a)?
The Bible is clear: There is a hell, and
it is a place to be avoided, literally at
all cost (Matt. 16:26).
Still, what Hodge says of the final
judgment is sound advice for all
contemplation of the future. The
diverse and often unexpected ways
God has fulfilled past promises
“should render us modest in our
interpretation of those predictions
which remain to be accomplished;
satisfied that what we know not now
18
we shall know hereafter.” Notably,
the Reformers, their confessions, and
those who follow in their footsteps
offer few details about the judgment
or the particulars of hell. They
summarize the consistent but often
non-specific data of Scripture but go
no further.

The Justice of Hell
We struggle to see how hell can be
an expression of God’s justice, in part
“because we have preconceptions,
anticipations of what hell must be
like, drawn from fiction or from our
own imagination. But the Bible—
Christ himself—offers a particular
warning about entertaining such
preconceptions, as if it were obvious
now who will be in hell and who not
The Outlook | 10

(Mark 10:31)! “Scripture goes as far
as to say that the day of judgment
will bring surprises” (Luke 13:23–
19
30). Hell is not a “torture chamber,
nor an Inquisition” for everyone who
believes differently than us “but a
place of justice” under the watchful
20
care of a perfectly just God.

God’s judgment of hell is just, as J. I.
Packer notes, for two reasons. First,
“what people receive is not only what
they deserve but what they have
in effect already chosen—namely
to be without God and therefore
without any of the good that he gives;
second, the fact that the sentence is
proportioned to the knowledge of
God’s word, work, and will that was
disregarded” (cf. Luke 12:42–48;
21
Rom. 1:18–20, 32; 2:4, 12–15).
Hell Is a Chosen Destiny

Paul says of those who
actively “suppress the truth in
unrighteousness” that “God also gave
them up to uncleanness, in the lusts
of their hearts . . . who exchanged the
truth of God for the lie . . . for this
reason God gave them up” (Rom.
1:18, 24–26). Packer, in critiquing
the annihilationist position, says that
“there is no reason to think that the
resurrection of the lost for judgment
will change their character, and
every reason therefore to suppose
that their rebellion and impenitence
will continue as long as they
themselves do, making continued
banishment from God’s fellowship
22
fully appropriate.” Lewis interacts
with this notion. “I willingly believe
that the damned are, in one sense,
successful, rebels to the end; that the
doors of hell are locked on the inside.
. . . They enjoy forever the horrible
freedom that they have demanded,
and are therefore self-enslaved: just
as the blessed, forever submitting
to obedience, become through all
23
eternity more and more free.”

A Proportionate Destiny
Several Scripture passages counter
the notion that everyone in hell
will face identical eternities. Rather,
“there will be different degrees,
both of the bliss of heaven and of
the punishment of hell”; hell will
be more tolerable for some than
for others (Matt. 10:15; Luke 10:14;
12:47–48; John 9:39–41; Rom.
24
2:12–16; James 4:17). “The penalty
of damnation (poena damni) is the
same, but the penalty of sensation
25
(poena sensus) differs.” The Bible
gives us no grounds to imagine a
respectable non-believer suffering
an identical fate with the most evil
dictator. “If . . . none suffer there
except those who deserve to suffer,
and none suffer more, nor less, than
26
they deserve, then hell is not evil.”
A Dehumanizing Destiny

Hodge points out that “as long as
rational creatures are sinful, they
27
must be degraded and miserable.”
He suggests that sin, and therefore,
especially never-ending sinning,
reduces the quality of humanity
and the image of God in man. We
cannot even say with certainty
that the damned will “possess the
qualities of the glorified body like
28
the elect.” Lewis suggests that “to
enter heaven is to become more
human than you ever succeeded in
being on earth; to enter hell, is to be
banished from humanity. What is
cast (or casts itself) into hell is not a
29
man: it is ‘remains.’” The Scripture
says of idolaters: “They followed
vanity and became vain” (2 Kings
17:15, New American Standard
Bible). B. B. Warfield describes a
view of eternal punishment in which
those who enter hell are transformed
by the degrading character of sin
and the absence of God’s common
grace “into a condition below the
possibility of any moral action or
moral concern . . . like persons in
life whose personality is entirely
overwhelmed by the base sense of
30
what we call physical fear.” William

Hendriksen says that the lost “sink
away endlessly from the presence
of God and of the Lamb” into what
Packer calls “introversion to the
31
point of idiocy.”

The Bible’s “Use” of Hell
Without question, the Bible writers
talk about hell not for the purpose
of sadistic speculation or to frighten
those who have accepted Jesus’
invitation to find rest in him (Matt.
11:28–30). While hell is entirely
negative, the doctrine is meant to be
used positively.
Hell Urges Us to Fight against Sin
Sin always brings misery. When
nurtured and cultivated it grows into
a sort of hell, life with all the best
parts sucked out. For this reason,
hell is even—especially—a warning
to religious people who know better
about sin and judgment. Jesus was
intentionally provocative on this
point: Very religious people can
go to hell (Matt. 7:21–23; 23:15).
Fighting against sin also means
pushing back against the gates of hell
by pulling out of the fire, even with
fear (Jude 23; Zech. 3:2), those who
do not know the terror of God (2
Cor. 5:11). Augustine teaches us the
proper attitude of true Christians:

“Our desire ought to be that all may
be saved; and hence every person
we meet, we will desire to be with us
32
a partaker of peace.” Our actions
should be in step with our desires.
Love for others will move us to warn
against hell.
Hell Rounds Out Our Understanding
of God
That hell is shocking to our
sensitivities—evoking what Packer
33
labels “traumatic awe” —confirms
something about God that we might
have missed apart from this dreadful
doctrine: God is far less tolerant of
evil than we are. Precisely because
of our aversion to the notion of
sustained condemnation we can
better appreciate God’s plan to create
an eternity in which beauty and
peace is inside, and dark arts, sexual
perversion, murder, self-worship,
and untruth (etc.) are kept outside
(Rev. 22:15). Hell assures us that “we
do not worship a cartoon deity. God
is not a one-dimensional character
out of a summer blockbuster. He’s
not some petty, insecure despot
with lightning bolts who nurses a
grudge against the human race. But
neither is he a . . . feel-good god
eager to cheer on anyone no matter
their failings so long as they have a

34

back story.” True to his hatred of
everything that detracts from human
and cosmic flourishing, God will one
day make “new heavens and a new
earth in which righteousness dwells”
(2 Pet. 3:13).
Hell Deepens Our Love for Christ
For centuries Christians have
confessed the punchy phrase from
the Apostles’ Creed, “He descended
into hell.” Christians have not always
35
agreed on what these words mean.
But every believer can say that
“Christ my Lord, by his inexpressible
anguish, pains, and terrors, which
he suffered in His soul on the cross
and before, has redeemed me from
the anguish and torment of hell”
36
(Isa. 53:10; Matt. 27:46). Christ
knows hell—by virtue of personal
experience—because he endured its
horrors instead of those whom he
came to save. The doctrine of hell
is an unflattering handmaid to the
gospel. But as believers shudder at
that terrible doctrine, by faith we can
sing,
Bearing shame and scoffing rude,
In my placed condemned he stood,
Sealed my pardon with his blood:
37

Hallelujah! What a Savior.

Study Questions
Is it okay to not like hell while at the same time accepting the biblical record of hell and its attendant responsibilities?
How might it be true that “imaginative, lurid, and eager descriptions of hell can needlessly hinder others from
embracing the Bible and its Author”?
How can one reject a literal interpretation of the imagery of hell while still taking those images seriously?
Why is annihilationism so appealing? How would you critique this view?
How is hell consistent with God’s perfect justice?
How is the doctrine of hell not to be used?
How can hell help us to fight against sin?
What does hell teach us about God?
How can hell deepen our love for Christ?
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Missionaries at a Christian College

Recently, a college student confronted an
administrator of his university to complain about
a chapel message that he described as offensive,
micro-aggressive, and victimizing. The student
protested that the speaker should have issued a
“trigger warning” prior to giving such a controversial
address.
The university? Oklahoma Wesleyan—a conservative
Christian school.
The topic of the chapel message? Love—from 1
Corinthians 13.
It’s not just a bad joke. This encounter occurred, and
it formed the basis for a widely circulated op-ed by
Oklahoma Wesleyan’s president entitled “This Is Not
a Day Care. It’s a University!”

Mr. Michael R.
Kearney

In a kind yet forthright response to the
protesting student, Dr. Everett Piper wrote, “We
don’t believe that you have been victimized every
time you feel guilty and we don’t issue ‘trigger
warnings’ before altar calls.”
Piper’s op-ed struck a chord with a nationwide
audience. More and more of today’s universities
are concerned primarily with providing “safe
spaces” for particular political agendas rather
than challenging students with rigorous
academics that prepare them to enter the
marketplace of ideas. In the name of tolerance,
higher education has ceased to tolerate claims
to truth. In his 2017 book Not a Day Care: The
Devastating Consequences of Abandoning Truth,
Piper continues the theme begun in his editorial,
offering example after example of colleges
that have adopted total relativism and found
themselves in absurd situations like the one
described above.
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Piper’s book is important for Reformed
Christians for multiple reasons. First, it
offers a broad analysis of the current
crisis of higher education—a crisis
in which revealed truth is rejected in
favor of personal opinion. Second,
Piper’s examples demonstrate that
nihilistic worldviews and immoral
agendas can be just as pervasive
at “Christian” institutions as they
are at secular ones. At the Catholic
university where I am currently
pursuing a master’s degree, widescale
student protests occurred when the
fast-food chain Chick-fil-A planned
to open a restaurant on campus—
because Chick-fil-A’s executives hold
a conservative Christian position on
the definition of marriage. It’s hard
to imagine protesting a Christian
business at a Catholic school, but such
confrontations are becoming more
and more commonplace. Third, even at
institutions that remain committed to
the truth and authority of the Scriptures,
many students bring a culture of
narcissism and relativism to campus
with them, even taking offense at
Bible-based chapel messages. Piper’s
book warns us that fighting for truth in
today’s colleges and universities can be
an uphill battle.
But there’s also a caution here. Piper’s
book can make us angry—angry
at imagined culprits like arrogant
students, leftist professors, timid
administrators, or any number of
other targets. Stories like these can
tempt us as Christians to throw up
our hands in disgust. But anger is a
terribly misguided response. Truthfully,
we shouldn’t even be surprised. Not a
Day Care reminds us that we no longer
live in a culture where basic Christian
values are taken for granted—and that
shouldn’t leave us wringing hands or
pointing fingers. Historically, the church
of Jesus Christ has thrived in the midst
of counter-Christian cultures. In fact,
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the church tends to be most focused
and most faithful when it comes under
direct fire. In this case, the growing
hostility on college campuses toward
orthodox biblical faith is no cause for
despair. Rather, it issues a call for a
thoughtful and thorough articulation of
a Christian view of education.

possible for a truly Reformed college
to enter the cultural conversation by
testifying at key points to Christ’s
lordship over all areas of faith and life?
I’d like to propose four specific ways
in which a thoughtful approach to
Reformed higher education provides
affirmative answers to these questions.

Given Piper’s portrait of the increasing
godlessness of higher education,
what is the best course of action for
parents or students considering college
options? The crisis is transpiring across
the board, at private and Christian
universities as well as at public ones.
Thus, many Christian families opt for a
missionary approach. Since believers
are called to be salt and light, parents
may choose a public education for
their children, hoping these young
believers can be winsome witnesses to
unbelieving friends and classmates.

Convicting Current Students

The basic premise is sound: Christian
young people can bear fruit for Christ
in any kind of ground, including the
rocky soil of secular schools and
universities. Unfortunately, however,
seedling faith can also choke amid the
thorns and thistles of a hostile learning
environment. Piper returns again and
again to Richard Weaver’s classic
phrase: “Ideas have consequences,”
and a campus permeated with secular
ideas is bound to breed secularism
in its graduates. Of course there are
exceptions; of course Christ calls us to
serve him in a variety of settings. But
Piper warns students and parents to
choose a college carefully.
Consider another possible response
to the crisis of higher education. What
if going to a Christian college might
serve to evangelize an unbelieving
culture—perhaps even more powerfully
than attending a secular school? Might
an intentional and sacrificial attitude
toward Reformed higher education
itself display our willingness to be salt
and light to a watching world? Is it

Some Christian colleges require
incoming freshmen to sign a statement
of faith. Some do not. In either case,
any Christian university will include
a certain number of students who
have not personally grappled with the
saving claims of Christ upon their lives.
Maybe they chose a Christian school
only because their parents insisted on
it. Maybe they chose it not because
of its faith commitment but because
of its location or academic programs.
Christian colleges need to be honest
with themselves: Not every student is a
believer.
This fact alone represents a
tremendous missionary calling for
Christian higher education. A Reformed
college possesses a twofold mission:
to confront each of its students
with the message of the gospel, and
to nurture the existing faith of the
covenant children who have been
entrusted to its care. Geneva College,
for example, requires no statement
of faith from freshmen—yet I’ve heard
story after story of Geneva students
who repented and came to faith during
their time in a committed and Christcentered academic community. Today,
some of those alumni have returned
to the college as professors to share
the gospel with a new generation of
learners. The message of the gospel
must be at the heart of a Reformed
college.

Conversing Freely with a
Variety of Ideas
When confronted by conflicting
worldviews, Christians can easily

favor retreat. It’s appealing to find a
group of friends and erect a barricade
against the deceitful influences of
the unbelieving world. Churches,
communities, and even colleges can
function as bubbles, preferring to
insulate their members rather than risk
exposure to the world’s contamination.
This would be an appropriate response
if we feared that a biblical worldview
might cave under the pressure of
competing ideas. But God’s truth is
never on the defensive. His Word is
a lamp unto our feet and a light unto
our path. Not only does it maintain
its veracity in contrast to the world’s
transient philosophies, but also it
provides an eternal context for all
human scholarship. Christians might
cringe at the names of Marx, Darwin,
Nietzsche, or Freud. But what better
place could there be to read and
interact with the ideas of these thinkers
than at a Reformed college—one that
takes the authority of God’s Word
seriously? Christian colleges are places
to read widely and learn widely, as
we discern the spirits to see whether
they are of God. As we study, we keep
what accords with sound doctrine and
discard what is deceitful. In either case,
we grow in wisdom and understanding
along the way.

Confessing Before the World
On an institutional level, Christian
colleges testify to the coming
kingdom of God. Sometimes this
testimony comes at a cost. In recent
years, some Christian colleges have
already displayed their sacrificial
commitment to the Scriptures by
disobeying government directives such
as requiring abortifacient coverage
for employees. As our culture drifts
farther and farther from biblical norms,
Christian colleges will be faced with an
increasing number of difficult choices—
and when they honor the Lord in the
midst of adversity, they will stand as

cities on a hill glorifying their Father in
heaven.
On a personal level, Christian colleges
equip their graduates to serve as
messengers of God’s kingdom. A
university with a serious and definite
commitment to the tenets of historic
Christianity should produce distinctively
Christian patterns of thought and
action among its graduates that leave
a lasting impression on a watching
world. A Reformed college’s primary
purpose is not to train individuals to be
pastors or missionaries. Its purpose is
to equip every student to go forth—into
a cubicle, a boardroom, a sidewalk,
or a stage—to be an ambassador and
evangelist for the kingdom of God.

Confronting Life’s Challenges
As we have already seen, Christian
universities can fail by denying the
faith outright and adopting the antiChristian sentiments of society.
However, Christian universities are
in an even more dangerous situation
when they preserve a veneer of faith
while concealing sin and trouble inside.
Like churches, faith-based colleges
can feel pressure to be perfect places.
Unfortunately, this pressure can turn
an institution of higher learning into a
moralistic and hypocritical environment
in which students and faculty alike are
unable to come to grips with the reality
of sin and evil.
College campuses are not utopias
where life goes smoothly and everyone
magically gets along. They, too, are
places of brokenness, where the roots
of sin and death run deep. But if you
want to witness the true difference
between a Christian college and a
secular university, watch their first

reactions when crisis or tragedy
strikes. The secular university will act
to preserve its reputation. The Christian
university will act to run to Christ—in
honesty, in mourning, in sorrow, in
prayer. During my sophomore year at
Geneva, a student died tragically on
campus. That week, I saw proof that
Christ was at the heart of my college.
Christian colleges are not immune to
brokenness; the difference ought to be
their honesty about it.
And that, Piper reflects, is at the heart
of our current crisis in higher education:
our failure to admit the problem of
sin. The coddling and politicizing that
occur on so many campuses today
reflect our denial of the effects of the
Fall. When we say that we have no
sin, we only deceive ourselves. “When
you acknowledge that sin is real and
the world is full of evil, you realize it
is impossible to enact ‘safe spaces’
around our children and achieve a
world where no one is ever offended
and every individual person’s ‘trigger
warnings’ are considered,” writes Piper.
This crooked and confused age needs
Christians and Christian colleges that
are honest about truth—honest about
the effects of the Fall in their own lives
but also honest in faithfully proclaiming
the good news of the gospel to the
ends of the earth.
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Pro Christo et Patria: The Mission of
Geneva College

Dr. Calvin L.
Troup

A

certain corner house in the College Hill neighborhood of
Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, would catch your eye nearly
every Sunday evening in the fall. The small dwelling is swarmed
with college students. Barbecues and bonfires in the fall yield
to bubbling vats of soup and steaming trays of ham buns in the
winter. Almost every week of the school year, a horde of young
adults pack the house to standing room only. But these are not
frat parties. Geneva College is no party school! (See Michael
Kearney’s article on the intellectual chaos and moral decline in
American higher education.) Instead, the Lord’s Day is a feast
day at Geneva—we do our work in six days and enjoy worship,
rest, and fellowship on the seventh day.
As Reformed Christians, we envision a path for our covenant children
through higher education that will build knowledge and deepen
confessional commitments they have to the authority and veracity of God’s
Word. We want academic rigor based on faithfulness but have a hard time

seeing anything but godlessness in
higher education today. When people
drive by the campus, Geneva College
may appear to be a typical school
in the American liberal arts college
tradition. But Geneva College is a
compelling option for people who
believe in the truth of Scripture from
Genesis to Revelation as the only
rule for faith and life—including our
educational lives.
Geneva’s continuing commitment
to Reformed Christianity stands
in stark contrast to mainstream
higher education. Our educational
project is rooted in the Scriptures,
as understood in the Westminster
Confession of Faith and Reformed
Presbyterian Testimony. We seek
to cultivate in the lives of our
students, faculty, and staff the
values of gracious service, godly
wisdom, academic strength, and
love for one another. We do not
pursue these goals perfectly; we seek
greater faithfulness and growth.
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Nevertheless, Geneva College is
working to support the broader
mission of the church. Today, Geneva
College wants Reformed Christians
who share in its vision to inspire
students to integrate faith in Christ
into all aspects of life in the real
world and to serve faithfully within
their callings for Christ and country.
Geneva College seeks students
with a knowledge of their sin, a
wholehearted trust in Christ for
salvation, and a desire to lead lives
of grateful service to him. As a
ministry of education, your presence
and participation in the life of the
college advances our mission. We
need Reformed students at Geneva
who understand our work as a longterm commitment for the good
of Christ’s kingdom. Many people
come to know Jesus Christ at Geneva
College. People who already know
Christ grow in their love for him,
their knowledge of God’s Word, and
their desire to build Christ’s church.
The Lord accomplishes much of
this ministry through relationships
people develop working and living
together at Geneva. Come and join
us!
Geneva College seeks students,
faculty, and staff committed to
extending the godly heritage of
Reformed Christian education. The
Dutch Reformed tradition helped
to pioneer a vision for distinctively
Christian schools in the increasingly
secular learning environment of
nineteenth- and twentieth-century
America. During his tenure at
Geneva, Reformed theologian Dr. J.
G. Vos assisted in the formation of a
document that continues to anchor
the college’s day-to-day educational
ministry: the Foundational Concepts
of Christian Education. Adopted in

1967, these key statements announce
the biblical presuppositions that
undergird all wisdom, explicate the
coherence of all knowledge in Christ,
and establish a college-wide focus
on the integration of faith in Christ
and learning—calling all students
to a coherent Christian vocation
in the home, the church, and the
community.
Geneva College seeks supporters
who affirm the authority of the
Scriptures. Where Christian colleges
are concerned, one needs to carefully
consider a school’s stance regarding
the Scriptures, the work of Christ,
marriage, human sexuality, and
creation. Geneva’s faculty members
and staff profess Christ publicly
and affirm the absolute truth of
his Word. Our core curriculum
begins with grounding in required
Bible courses; continues through a
demanding humanities sequence
examining the worldviews revealed
in history, philosophy, literature,
and art; and presents the mediatorial
kingship of Christ as the fulcrum of
political philosophy. And in a world
of higher education dominated by
liberal academics, Geneva’s faculty
is theologically conservative. We
engage the challenging issues of our
day trusting the continuing reliability
and eternal relevance of the Bible as
the authoritative standard for faith
and life.
The small house on the corner in
College Hill belonged to Rev. and
Mrs. Titus Martin. Rev. Martin
pastors College Hill Reformed
Presbyterian Church, an RPCNA
congregation on Geneva’s campus;
he and his wife, Alyssa, frequently

open their home to Geneva students
after Lord’s Day evening worship.
Students arrive early to prepare
food, set up chairs, and help with the
kids. They stay late to sing psalms
together. Not a party, but a feast.
My daughters attended the Martins’
fellowship gatherings throughout
their Geneva years and gained longterm friendships born of shared
commitments to Jesus Christ.
Rev. Martin and his growing family
recently moved to a larger home a
few blocks away, where they continue
to host students on a regular basis.
But the kind of hospitality they
fostered in that smaller house on
the corner remains a vivid example
of Geneva’s purpose in the twentyfirst century. I welcome you to visit
Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, to learn
more about Geneva’s vision and
work in Christian higher education.
On the outside, you will see a small
liberal arts college. On the inside,
you will see a fellowship of students,
faculty, staff, and alumni faithfully
engaging in a biblically based
ministry of education designed
to support the work of Christ
church, to establish solid Christian
households and to serving faithfully
and fruitfully in their communities.
Please pray for us as we press on in
our mission for Christ and country—
pro Christo et patria.

Dr. Calvin L. Troup
is the president of Geneva College
and a ruling elder in the Reformed
Presbyterian Church of North
America (RPCNA).
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Interview with Dr. Conrad Mbewe

Recently, Dr. Conrad Mbewe
spent the weekend ministering at
Immanuel Fellowship Church in
Kalamazoo, Michigan. Dr. Mbewe
is a Reformed Baptist pastor
in Zambia’s Kabwata Baptist
Church. He is also chancellor of
the African Christian University,
principal of the Lusaka Ministerial
College, editor of Reformation
Zambia magazine, author of a
number of Christian books, and a
frequent conference speaker. He
kindly answered some questions
from Pastor William Boekestein
on the way to the airport at the
end of his stay in Kalamazoo.
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Rev. William
Boekestein

WB: Conrad, you spend a bit of time preaching
in the US and you invite preachers to Zambia
and elsewhere. Why bother? Why not let’s just
keep to ourselves and save the resources, time,
and energy?
CM: The body of Christ cannot be
compartmentalized. You cannot break it down
into cities, states, provinces, nations, or even
continents. It’s one body. Because it is one body
we are to mutually edify one another. So whatever
gifts Christ has given his church in Africa, they are
not only for Africa, they are for the body of Christ
worldwide. Similarly, the gifts that God has given
his body in the USA are not only for the body in the
USA, they are for the body of Christ at that point
in history, and indeed in the future, worldwide.
So, we make a grave mistake when we become
parochial in our thinking and in our ministry. And
one reason is that we invariably enrich one another
by cross-pollination. There are scriptural truths that
I may not think about simply because I’ve got my
own cultural lenses on. Somebody coming from
another part of the world, opening up, illustrating,
and applying the text will invariably enrich me.
There is a lot to be gained by paying the price—and
it is paying a price, not just in terms of time away

from family and friends, but also
in terms of money that is spent for
such long-distance travels. But it’s
worth it. It enriches the churches
across the globe.

WB: Could you give some
examples of what North
American Christians might be
able to learn from Zambian
Christians and vice versa?
CM: First of all it’s worth
underscoring the fact that North
American Christianity is ahead of
us by at least two hundred years.
You’ve gone through a number of
curves that are still ahead of us.
And so, there are not only positive
lessons that we can learn but
negative ones as well. You have
made mistakes that have proved
costly, not only to the church but to
society as well. And it makes sense
for us be exposed sufficiently to
what is happening here so that our
young people—who see America
as the promised land, as the place
where everything is bright and
beautiful—can be warned that
what comes though the television
screen with all the nice painting
and veneer on top is not necessarily
what things are like on the ground.
So in that sense there will be
lessons learned from the American
church.
There is also that fact that you have
Bible colleges, literature, and highly
trained human resources to lead
block classes, in order to come and
speak in conferences, and so on.
And we can really profit from that.
The opposite is equally true in that
from the African context, the work
of the Spirit is still very fresh. We are
still not in what I would call the sin
of the fourth and fifth generation
of taking the things of God for
granted, of opting to go and watch
a sports game instead of being in
a place where God’s Word is being
faithfully preached. So, quite apart
from the Word that is preached and
conveyed when preachers come
here, it’s also the ambience and

the atmosphere, the sense of the
freshness of the Christian faith that
consequently can be shared. And
then, when Americans do visit our
part of the world there are aspects
of communal life, for instance,
that are closer to what it once was
in biblical times that they can see,
and then hope to reciprocate or
reproduce upon getting back to the
Americas.

WB: Could you identify some
of the least helpful theological
exports from the West to Africa?
What have we sent you that you
wish we hadn’t?
CM: Yeah, that’s a good one. I
think the major export is obviously
through the mass media, through
television, through the Internet,
and usually it’s a hyped-up form of
Christianity that is really conveying
the impression that to have the
real Christian faith you must
have everything bigger; more of
this world’s goods. An obvious
example: someone from Zambia
just asked me whether I have
watched Preachers of L.A. I said I
watched five minutes of it once.
But, I switched it off; I couldn’t
continue. She said it was funny. I
said, “No, it was disgusting.” I went
the extra mile to talk about not just
the misrepresentation, but also
how they are not just destroying
souls who go to listen to them in
their churches, they are now even
destroying souls of people that are
far away. And also, the extreme
form of the charismatic movement
did not begin with us. It was initially
exported as the health and wealth
gospel from across the Atlantic and
then baptized into African waters.
So, if that had not initially come
from there, then we probably may
be fighting something different.
But it was basically the Trojan
horse that came over, and then a
few African warriors were thrown
inside and they’ve now come into
mainline evangelicalism.
So those would be some of the

issues, but I would want to say
that there is also a lot of good that
has come through. I mean the
Reformed resurgence that is taking
place on the African continent
at the moment is a second wave.
The first was essentially through
literature, and it would have been
primarily through books like those
coming through the Banner of
Truth Trust. But now, young people
are downloading sermons, using
their cellphones and listening to
sermons by Piper, MacArthur,
Washer, and so on and they are
beginning to look for churches with
the kind of faithful exposition that
they are hearing in downloaded
sermons, which they are often
sharing with one another. And so
we have a lot of young adults who
are getting fed up with the chaff
they are listening to week by week,
and they are saying, “Where can we
find something better?”

WB: You’re near the center
of this Calvinistic growth in
Zambia, so you obviously think
Calvinism is good for Zambia.
Why?
CM: Well, first of all, it defines the
purest form of the gospel.

WB: Sounds like Spurgeon:
“Calvinism is the gospel.”
CM: Yes! Any place where the true
gospel is being preached you are
having a “salt and light” effect,
not only upon the people getting
saved but upon the community as
a whole because, as individuals get
saved they become the channels
through which good might be done
to the world. Second, the Reformed
faith takes us back to the Bible
and says, “This is the basis upon
which life ought to be believed.”
It gives a sense of direction not
only to church life but to family
life, to community life, I mean,
literally everything. And that’s an
all-important point because clearly
that’s the mind of the Creator, it’s
the mind of the governor of history.
Consequently, it can only do good
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when people are taken back to the
Scriptures and base their lifestyle
upon the Word of God. To sort of
put it all together, Calvinism puts
God back at the center of all things
as the sovereign God who must
be worshiped, must be glorified in
all things. And that to me is what
Calvinism brings into churches,
into communities, into individual
lives. So I’m excited about that.

WB: I want to read one of my
favorite passages from your
book, Pastoral Preaching.
“When people come to church
they need to be redirected to
see that God is real and that he
is concerned about the smallest
details of their lives. This is what
preaching does, it causes men
and women to be conscious
that beyond the physical reality,
there is a spiritual presence
of God who is in control of all
things.” That is such a beautiful
passage. Can you say a little bit
more about that? Why is that
the most important thing that
preaching needs to do?
CM: In the African context, a lot of
people tend to think that preaching
is like the full stop or what you
Americans call the period at the
end of everything. And it’s the
everything else that really matters,
and so in our churches they might
have six or seven choirs, one
after the other, and really revving
everybody up in their emotions,
and when everyone is tired, then
they say, “Okay, the preacher can
come forward.” And even when
you are going forward, you can tell
that guys are getting ready to sleep.
It’s not the climax of the worship,
and so what I’ve been trying to
do in this book is to reinvigorate
preachers to make them realize
that, as Lloyd Jones said, “We are
giving people the sense of God.” He
not only created the world and set
it into motion, but he is present;
he is here, he is dealing with our
hearts, he is dealing with our
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communities, he is dealing with
our nations. Ultimately, of course,
he is dealing with us as individuals,
and we ought therefore to respond
to him immediately because he is
seeing what is happening in our
lives and he wants us to make Godglorifying changes. So it’s really
that atmosphere that I insist that
preaching ought to be about rather
than just being an end to a meeting
or piecing together nice stories to
keep people entertained.

WB: Or tips for successful living?
CM: Yes, or six steps to this or that.

WB: So preaching is an
encounter with God.
CM: Yes, it’s basically you saying,
“Thus saith the Lord,” and as much
as possible the preacher getting out
of the way and letting God speak.
Rather than people going away
saying “That was a great preacher,”
they should be going away saying
“That is a great God.”

WB: You also write, in Pastoral
Preaching, about the low pay
that many African pastors
receive for their labors. What
is the best solution for that
challenge? Is it Western aid? Is
it more sharing among African
churches? Is it better teaching on
the subject? Is it a combination
of those? Is it something else?
CM: I’m a little unpopular back
home for the fact that I insist that
churches must be independent
financially. Second, I insist on is the
fact that the pastor should live like
his people. In other words, if your
people are suffering financially,
suffer with them. You cannot have
a pipe elsewhere that is feeding
you so you are living like a prince
and then your people are living like
paupers. Jesus tabernacled among
us. He wasn’t riding on the angels’
wings as he was making his way
in Judea and Galilee and so on.
He walked. He made his feet dirty,
you remember a prostitute washed
them with her tears. At one point

he sat by a well, too tired to make
it into the city, and consequently
a few ladies attended to him by
giving him water from the well
and his own disciples finally came
back after shopping from town.
He didn’t need to do that. But he
is our pioneer. He is our model,
especially those of us who minister.
So that tends to be the gist of my
approach. And therefore, I tend to
say that the African church must
find answers to this issue. We must
not say to the Western church,
“Continue giving us money.” Yes,
they should come alongside us
in the work of missions because
they have resources we don’t have
and we have a debt of opportunity
they don’t have, and it’s a good
time to join hands and do things
together. But we must have a
closure. Missions must have a
terminal point, beyond which those
churches must now struggle in
their own context.

WB: You need an exit strategy
for support, don’t you?
CM: Yes, it’s important because
as long as the African church
continues to depend on the
Western church, it will not
challenge its own people to share
their good things with their pastors.
They ought to share even their little
with those who share with them
from the Word of God that enriches
them. So in rural areas, semi-rural
areas, when I visit, I always insist
that if your people are struggling,
you must show them that for the
sake of the gospel you are willing to
be here, to struggle with them.

WB: That’s not necessarily the
message they want to hear.
CM: No, definitely not!

WB: But long term . . .
CM: But long term they are seeing
that this is what the solution is.
To begin with, it may mean that a
pastor may be involved part time
with, for instance, subsistence
farming, that takes away part of

his time, but it’s while he is building his church’s
capacity, and the numbers in his own church. But
as the teaching continues, God’s people should see
that the more time a pastor is spending taking care
of his family, through tent making, the less time he
is spending enriching our lives with the truth. And
therefore, the goal should be to get him independent of
that even if it means on our farms a certain section is
being set apart for him.

Apart from attending
the Sola 5 Conference
in Cape Town, I
enjoyed the beauty
of God’s creation–
especially the bird
kingdom.
A Cape White-eye
enjoying a drink.

WB: Last question is an easy one. You have an
interesting hobby—is hobby a strong enough
word?—a hobby that relates to Matthew 6:26. Can
you tell us about it?
CM: Yeah, “Look at the birds of the air.” [chuckles].
Yes, it’s not what I grew up as, it wasn’t a hobby for
many years. But on one occasion I was visiting South
Africa, I was preaching, and there was a brother who
came from Canada who was part of the trip that we
undertook in a game park, and his interest in that
game park was not primarily animals, it was birds. He
had these binoculars, and he had a book of birds, and
every time some birds would be seen he would tell
the driver to stop. He would check his book and so on.
And I kept thinking, Here’s a guy coming all the way
from Canada and he knows almost all the birds we are
seeing! Granted, a few times he had to check is book,
but I knew nothing. But it wasn’t just his knowledge, it
was his enthusiasm. Because when he would speak he
would be talking in terms of, that bird migrates from
Europe and is only around here in winter, or that bird
is very good in the way it makes its nests, and that bird
that is the female, that is the male, look at their colors.
And I thought, Wow, I am ignorant. [chuckles] When I
got back home, the birds that were outside my house
for the first time—I noticed them. And from there I
began to try and take pictures of them. I realized birds
wouldn’t allow you to get close and they only give you
like five seconds and they are gone, and that is what
made me start moving from the point-and-shoot
cameras to the DSLR cameras where I am now putting
on the lenses and shooting them at a distance. Then,
wherever I go I buy the books for the birds of America,
birds of Asia, birds of Europe and Africa and so on. And
I love to read about the birds, so I take pictures first and
then when I’m alone I not only look at the pictures, I
try to Wikipedia them, learn a little bit about them. It
just makes me appreciate what God has done in his
creation. It’s such a variety I can only imagine that the
competition is with flowers in the world of birds.

Rev. William Boekestein
is the pastor of Immanuel Fellowship
Reformed Church in Kalamazoo, MI

A Whitebacked Mousebird.

A Cape Bulbul had one eye on me
while enjoying a good bath. The
Bulbul is common back home in
Lusaka, Zambia. However, the white
eye-ring is a unique characteristic of
the Cape Bulbul.
Photography and captions by Dr. Conrad Mbewe.

✴ job opening ✴
Westminster Seminary California
announces a new faculty opening in
PRACTICAL THEOLOGY

This a full-time, tenure-track position that
begins July 1, 2019. Your Curriculum Vitae
should be submitted by October 1, 2018.
For further information, see our website
wscal.edu or contact J. V. Fesko, Academic
Dean, at academicdean@wscal.edu.
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A Spiritual Check-Up for the URCNA:
Prosperity

H

ow healthy is the URCNA?
We have been considering
three barometers so far—love
for the lost, traditionalism, and
the eldership. In this article I
want to consider prosperity.
This is, admittedly, more of a
warning than an indictment,
but the horizon is stormy
to this writer regarding this
spiritual problem.
Where is the church that has
survived prosperity? There
isn’t one, to my knowledge.
Prosperity is a spiritual
problem that is not paid much
attention, but it needs to be
warned against. Let’s be clear at
the outset about a few things.
First, material prosperity is
a blessing from the Lord.
Deuteronomy 8:18 states
that the Lord “confirms his
covenant” by bestowing wealth
on his people. Hence there
should be no guilt associated
with wealth, possessions, or
material blessings. Far too
many Christians engage in
guilt manipulation over this
topic. That is a mistake.
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Second, this is not an indictment of our
people’s work ethic or productivity, which
has produced such prosperity. We are an
amazingly productive people. Give most of
our people an egg, and they will produce a
chicken farm! This also is from the Lord: “it
is he who gives you power to get wealth”
(Deut. 8:18).
Third, as a formerly immigrant people we
have been extraordinarily blessed and have
become quite prosperous. Many are the
stories I have heard about people who arrived
in the USA with one bag of belongings and
little money in their pockets only to work
hard, succeed in business, make good deals
on land with developers, and so on, so that
today, by and large, we are a blessed and
wealthy people (as a generalization; that does
not mean each and every household).
Fourth, we tend to be a very generous people.
Despite the jokes about Dutch frugality (read
“cheap”), giving to missions, benevolence,

Rev. Paul T. 		
Murphy

and churches is higher
than any other Protestant
denomination I am aware
of. This is commendable
and notable. It is too
often overshadowed by a
reputation for being cheap.
However, as I was told
growing up, “The rich didn’t
get rich by giving it away.”
People worked long and
hard, saved, were blessed,
and the result was prosperity.
There is nothing necessarily
wrong with that. Thank God
for the generosity of our
people.
But that brings us to where
we find ourselves today. Fifth,
we are repeatedly warned
about the danger of
prosperity and how it can
lead one to forget the Lord.
The tendency is to focus on
the gift and forget the Giver.
“Take care lest you forget the
Lord your God . . . And if you
forget the Lord your God”
(Deut. 8:11, 19) The warnings
are repeated throughout
Scripture from the

“The gospel is like Niagara Falls cascading down to water one flower, me!
Let his love flood your heart and overwhelm your soul re-igniting a
passion and zeal for the Lord that will fan into flame a life of devotion,
dedication, and gratefulness.”

Pentateuch to the Proverbs to the
Prophets to the New Testament.
Riches, wealth, and material
prosperity, in addition to the love of
money, are a threat to spiritual
health and one’s relationship to the
Lord.
What threats are posed to us by
prosperity? There is the possibility
of outright rejection of God. This
has been the end result of most
churches in the West (majority
world countries). Industrialized
nations whose churches flourished
in the Reformation, for example,
have church populations now in
the low single digits. We are not yet
there, but that reality is increasing
as church attendance in the USA
decreases every year. Closer to
home, that is, the continental
Reformed church world, is also
experiencing or has experienced
significant decline. The oldest
churches in New York City,
where I live, are Dutch Reformed
churches, and they are empty or
have closed. The scene is being
replicated in other Reformed
denominations besides the URCNA
as worship numbers decrease and
congregation’s doors are closed.
I believe that what is more common
in our circles is a loss of God
priority. The Lord requires that we
give him first place in our hearts
and in our lives “You shall have no
other gods before me” (Exod. 20:3).
The danger posed by prosperity
is that he gets pushed from first
place to a place of secondary or
even tertiary importance. We still
worship each week, we still tithe,
and we are involved in Christian

events, but he no longer holds
preeminence in our hearts. The
love of money and/or the love of
this world and the things of this
world crowd out the Lord. Things
may appear all right, but there is
something seriously amiss in our
midst. God gets forgotten, which is
just what he warns us about.
How is this seen? There is a general
malaise to the Christian life. We
are running on autopilot. We
have inherited the faith but are
not devoted to it. It can show up
in workaholism that is work that
is not under God and unto God.
It can occur unseen, in the heart,
in trusting in our prosperity for
security and safety rather than the
Lord. It can occur in many aspects
of life that in and of themselves are
not wrong (vacations, possessions,
second homes) but have assumed
a place in our lives that is supposed
to be reserved for God. It can be
a depreciation and an avoidance
of those in lesser socioeconomic
classes so that we minister to them
while seeing ourselves as better
than them, not sinners similarly
like them. It can show up in a
deep-seated insecurity about life in
general bolstered by medications
and therapy (counseling). I cannot
exhaustively list the symptoms, but
forgetting God due to prosperity is
a malady one needs to be aware of
and examine one’s heart for.
How ought we to deal with this?
We can take our cue from what our
Savior says to one such church in
the book of Revelation, Laodicea.
They were a church that was rich
and prosperous, needing nothing.

Yet the diagnosis by Jesus was very
different. The malaise had set in
and they were “lukewarm, neither
hot nor cold” (Rev. 3:16–17). The
prescription for such a malady? “Be
zealous and repent.” (v. 19). Note
that the prescription was designed
to meet the malady—malaise was
to be changed to zeal. How does
that happen? How can that change
occur? I suggest that it means
returning to the gospel of sovereign
grace. I am a hell-deserving sinner,
one who has offended a holy God
and yet one who is loved by God
for no other reason (not who I am
or what I have done) than his own
good pleasure. “I, the Lord, know
the heart,” he says through his
servant, the prophet Jeremiah (Jer.
17:10). He knows the depths of the
depravity and darkness of my heart
that even I will never know (v. 9),
and yet he still loved me. The Son
of God loved me and gave himself
for me (Gal. 2:20). The gospel is like
Niagara Falls cascading down to
water one flower, me! Let his love
flood your heart and overwhelm
your soul re-igniting a passion and
zeal for the Lord that will fan into
flame a life of devotion, dedication,
and gratefulness.
What should result from this? J. C.
Ryle captures the zeal Jesus speaks
of when he writes:
A zealous man in religion
is pre-eminently a man of
one thing. It is not enough
to say that he is earnest,
hearty, uncompromising,
thoroughgoing, whole-hearted,
and fervent in spirit. He sees
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one thing, he cares for one
thing, he lives for one thing,
he is swallowed-up in one
thing—and that one thing is to
please God. Whether he lives—
or whether he dies; whether he
has health—or whether he has
sickness; whether he is rich—or
whether he is poor; whether
he pleases man—or whether
he gives offence; whether he is
thought wise—or whether he
is thought foolish; whether he
gets blame—or whether he gets
praise; whether he gets honor,
or whether he gets shame—for
all this the zealous man cares
nothing at all. He burns for one
thing—and that one thing is
to please God, and to advance
God’s glory. If he is consumed
in the very burning—he is
content. He feels that, like a

lamp, he is made to burn, and if
consumed in burning—he has
but done the work for which
God appointed him. Such a one
will always find a sphere for
his zeal. If he cannot preach,
and work, and give money—he
will cry, and sigh, and pray.
Yes, if he is only a pauper, on
a perpetual bed of sickness—
he will make the wheels of
sin around him drive heavily,
by continually interceding
against it. If he cannot fight in
the valley with Joshua—then
he will do the prayer-work of
Moses, Aaron, and Hur, on the
hill (Exod. 17:9–13). If he is cut
off from working himself—he
will give the Lord no rest until
help is raised up from another
quarter, and the work is done.
This is what I mean when I
speak of “zeal” in religion.

“Behold, I stand at the door and
knock. If anyone hears my voice
and opens the door, I will come
in to him and eat with him, and
he with me . . . He who has ears to
hear, let him hear what the Spirit
says to the churches”
(Rev. 2:20, 22).

Rev. Paul T. Murphy
is the missionary pastor of
Messiah’s Reformed Fellowship
(URCNA) in Hell’s Kitchen, NYC.
He has been an elder and pastor
for more than thirty years.

Ministerial Studies
Position Available:
Mid-America Reformed Seminary
announces an opening in ministerial
studies or practical theology. Applicants
should be able to teach courses in
ministerial studies and practical theology,
including homiletics, missions and
evangelism, and pastoral care and
counseling. They should also ordinarily
have a postgraduate degree in ministerial
studies or practical theology. Membership
in a Reformed or Presbyterian church,
ordination to the office of minister, and
pastoral experience are required.
Applicants should send a copy of their
curriculum vitae, including names of three
references, to info@midamerica.edu,
or direct mail to the Chair of the Faculty
Development Committee, Mid-America
Reformed Seminary, 229 Seminary Drive,
Dyer, Indiana, 46311.
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Reformed Youth Service Convention
Dordt College, Sioux Center, Iowa

E

very year, the last day of the
Reformed Youth Service (RYS)
convention is comprised of tear-filled
goodbyes, mutual promises of shared
contact, and a general excitement for
the next RYS convention. But among
the hugs, kisses, and exchanging of
social media and contact information
is one person who is doing something
a little different.
For the past four years, as I have
attended the Reformed Youth
Services convention, I have made
it my goal to collect the name tags
of my newfound friends. With the
completion of my final year, I have
amassed a total of ninety-three name
tags from ninety-three different
conventioneers ranging from
coast to coast, and even stretching
into different countries. The RYS
convention is the one time each year
where I find myself surrounded by
peers who are genuinely interested
in having a relationship with God.
As a result, the conversations and
behaviors of the people at RYS are
typically atypical of the society that
we are living in today. We all share
the same struggle against a society
that hates God and us, so to be in a
community of fellow believers who
love the Lord and seek to follow
him is a tremendous shift from
everyday life. I have found some
of the strongest and most genuine
friendships I have ever had at the
Reformed Youth Service convention,
which is why exchanging simple
contact information is not enough for
me.
Every name tag that I have collected
for the last four years lies underneath
the glass cover of my desk and
serves as a constant reminder of a
couple things. First, the name tags
remind me of the person whose

name they bear. I can’t walk past my
desk without pondering the people
named. When I miss somebody, I look
at their name tag, and I remember
the times at RYS that we shared.
Second, the name tags remind me
to keep in touch with that person.
I have typically remembered only
to reach out to people from the
preceding RYS, but as of late, I have
found myself reaching out to friends
whom I haven’t seen in years. But
last and most important, the name
tags serve as a sort of list because
every night I pray for those people. I
pray for them concerning their lives,
their faith, and their relationship with
God. I know that distance separates
me from them, but I pray for them
because RYS has blessed me with
the opportunity to know people who
have impacted my life in countless
ways. I have had deep conversations
about faith and personal struggles
with many different conventioneers,
sponsors, and even pastors which I
wouldn’t have been able to do if it
hadn’t been for RYS.
This year, the Reformed Youth
Service convention took place at
Dordt College in northwest Iowa.
The theme, “Claim the Promise,”
was taken from Acts 2:29 (English
Standard Version), which says, “For
the promise is for you and for your
children and for all who are far off,
everyone whom the Lord our God
calls to himself.” The main session
speakers, Rev. Jeff DeBoer and
Rev. Christopher Gordon, had the
opportunity to teach about claiming
the promises. The opening session
at 7 p.m. on Monday was led by Rev.
Jeff DeBoer and was centered around
what the “promise” is and how it
is fulfilled through us, the people
of God. He addressed many great

Mr. Tate
Kiledjian

aspects of being Christians in our
society and how the promise from
Acts 2:39 is more than just salvation.
He emphasizes the fact that the
“promise” of God is indeed the Holy
Spirit, and that in order for the Holy
Spirit to be able to come, Jesus
had to finish his work. Rev. DeBoer
inferred that the work of the Holy
Spirit is a continuation of Jesus’ work.
One of the closing points that Rev.
DeBoer made is that it is necessary
for Christians to be “cut to the heart”
by the gospel and not allow ourselves
to be desensitized to it. If we truly
want to be useful to the growing of
God’s kingdom and if we truly believe
in Christ, then the promise of the Holy
Spirit is for us.
The second session on Tuesday
morning was led by Rev. Christopher
Gordon and was geared toward
describing the God of the promise.
Rev. Gordon did this by illustrating
aspects of God’s nature through the
story of Abraham. He introduced the
history behind Abraham, detailing
his descent from a pagan family and
then demonstrating the difficulty that
Abraham had leaving to follow a God
he knew nothing about. In fact, Rev.
Gordon demonstrated the infidelity
that Abraham experienced by
referencing Acts 12, which describes
how Abraham waited for his father
to die before coming to follow God.
He utilizes the stubbornness and
hesitation that Abraham displayed
as a prerequisite to help solidify one
of God’s attributes, his patience and
his determination in regard to God’s
call on someone’s life. God wanted
Abraham, and he was going to have
Abraham. Rev. Gordon summarized
this concept beautifully when he said
that “Abraham’s sin cannot frustrate
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or exhaust God’s sovereign purpose
for him.”

for making friends and making
memories.

After the main session on Tuesday,
the day was packed with many
different activities. Directly following
the session, we were led off to
lunch, and then it was time for the
workshops. As much as I would like
to describe the workshops, I was able
to attend only five in total. So, my
evaluation would be personalized to
myself, and I believe that most would
be able to get more from a workshop
by listening to it, which anyone can
do at the Reformed Youth Service
website! After the workshops were
finished, we were given a period
of free time during which we could
do a multitude of fun events. Many
churches, including my own, threw a
volleyball team together to compete
in a volleyball tournament. Other kids
went to the campus center to play
board games, and even bowled in
the basement. The day was exciting
and filled with many opportunities

On Wednesday, everybody donned
their gray shirts and made their way
into the chapel for the main session.
On our way in, we could see the
Day of Stay set up outside, which
was exciting. However, before we
could get to the mayhem and fun
outside, we had the opportunity
and pleasure of hearing Rev. Jeff
DeBoer speak again about “claiming
the promises.” In this session, Rev.
DeBoer spoke about our purpose and
our job as partakers of the promise.
He insisted that “our purpose lies
outside of ourselves” and that it is our
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prerogative to use our gifts to glorify
God. It is through us that God will
spread the gospel and bring about his
kingdom. In order to do this God calls
us to do two things: repent and be
baptized.
An important thing to note about
the Day of Stay was that Wednesday
was supposed to have extremely
inclement and unkind weather.
However, on Tuesday night the RYS

committee, unsure of what else they
could do, turned to God in prayer and
asked that he bless the Day of Stay
and keep everyone safe. The next day,
the conventioneers awoke to a sunny
sky, while all around the area raged a
tornado and poor weather.
The Day of Stay was extremely
enjoyable. There were waterslides,
jousting tournaments, hamster ball

races, laser tags, dunk the pastor, a
whole assortment of other blowups,
and my personal favorite, king of
the hill. The perfect weather along
with this was wonderful, and the
inflatables were a blast, so long as
you didn’t mind a few burns here
and there, which, in my opinion,
were a small price to pay for zooming
down a waterslide or for fighting
for dominance atop king of the hill.
The nicest thing about the “day
away” being a Day of Stay was the
fact that we weren’t stuck outside
all day like we would have been at
an amusement park. In fact, I found
great joy in bowling and playing

around-the-world ping pong in the
basement of the campus center.
Another surprise about the Day of
Stay was the carnival-themed food
that we got to have. From corn dogs,
and walking tacos, and a whole
assortment of other fried foods, the
lunch was a fun experience. After the
Day of Stay was over, there was a
time of swimming, during which an
informal belly flop competition took
place. Needless to say, at the end of
the night we were all exhausted and
eager for bedtime.
Thursday morning was an eventful
day for many conventioneers, but
especially for me. Since it was my
last year, I decided to take part in
something I had never done before,
the annual 5K. I had done no training
for this; in fact, I never run—ever.
However, I wasn’t alone in that. There
were many other novice runners, as
well as some seasoned competitors,
but I must admit that I thoroughly
enjoyed the experience. Iowa in the
morning, with all the dew and vibrant
greens, was beautiful, especially to
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a Californian. After breakfast and a
couple of the workshops we had the
opportunity to hear Rev. Christopher
Gordon again, who spoke more
about God’s role in the promise.
Rev. Gordon highlighted the fact
that God never once lost his temper
with Abraham when he disobeyed,
or asked for more, or failed to trust
God. God’s response to Abraham’s
inability to follow him perfectly was
to lavish promise upon promise on
Abraham. God even promises himself
to Abraham and his descendants,
which is why God’s promise to
Abraham is also a promise to us. We
are children of Abraham through faith
and, because of that, we are heirs to
the promises that God poured out
onto Abraham.’
After the session on Thursday, we had
even more free time. During this time,
many kids played in the dodgeball
tournament or the basketball
tournament. The RYS committee was
able to get an escape room set up,
which was also a lot of fun! Later in
the evening, we had the blessing of
witnessing the many different talents
with which God has blessed us. There
were many singers, some piano
players, a couple girls who danced,
magicians, and even two organists.
It was truly amazing to see the

All photography in this article by Tate Kiledjian.
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awesome talents of some of the kids,
as well as participate myself.
The last day, Friday, was definitely a
day not happily anticipated by most
people because it meant that we
would have to say goodbye, which
for me was especially hard. The last
session was focused on how we can
serve God and share the gospel, the
good news of Christ, so that others
might come to claim the promise.
However, for me, the session was not
the highlight of the last day. Instead,
as with any year, the singing was
definitely the crowning jewel. The last
two songs we sang were emotional
for many conventioneers. I was crying
so hard that I couldn’t even force the
words out of my mouth. The worst
moment was when Julie Bussis,
the woman who leads the singing,
began to introduce “When Peace
Like a River” by first introducing the
history behind it. The writer, Horatio
G. Spafford, was a businessman
whose daughters perished at sea
while crossing the ocean with their
mother. When Spafford was sailing
to retrieve his wife, the captain of the
ship called Spafford to his cabin and
informed him that they were above
the spot where his daughters had
passed. It was above that spot that
Horatio Spafford wrote “When Peace

Like a River.” Julie connected this by
saying that Spafford must have been
clinging hard to the promises of God
to be able to write the words “it is
well with my soul.”
Saying goodbye was the hardest part
because, as I said at the beginning,
the friendships and people I have met
at RYS these last four years are the
best I have ever had in my life. I have
said my goodbyes, I have collected
their name tags, I hold those friends
in my heart, and I pray for them every
day. But most importantly, I cling
to God’s promise of salvation and
eternal life. For though I may not see
those friends again in this life, I know
that I will again in heaven, and we will
sing together once more in a chorus
of angels that far surpasses the
beauty of RYS.

Mr. Tate Kiledjian
is from Chino, California, where he attends
Ontario Christian High School. He has been
in the Reformed Church
all his life. He enjoys
writing and playing
volleyball. This
is his fourth RYS
youth convention.

IRBC’s Second Step of Counseling
Step 2: Collect Data (continued)

Provide
Prespective

Collect
Data

Identify/
Prioritize
Problems

Direct or
Confront
Counselee

We began our discussion in the last article by emphasizing
the importance of this step. Collecting sufficient data is
essential for gaining an accurate understanding of the
problem the counselee is experiencing. If we don’t have
an accurate understanding of the problem, a wrong
prescription will be made.
Last time we began thinking about some of the
instruments most biblical counselors use for collecting
their data. The Personal Data Inventory (abbreviated
P.D.I.) was one instrument. The interview was another.
I hope you recall the important roles of effective
notetaking and acting listening in the interviewing
process. Concerning the latter, you were introduced to
the acronym FEAR as a means of helping you remember
some of the basic elements of interviewing: Focus on
the counselee, Empathize, Acknowledge, Respond.
Today we are going to talk about the different phases of
the interview.

Phases of the Interview
There are four phases of the interview process. The
phases listed in this section are typically those that will
be utilized in the initial sessions of counseling. It might
be helpful to think of the acronym DADE1 when trying
to remember these phases. Let’s briefly consider each
aspect of this acronym for the phases of the interview.
Phase 1: Draw Out Information
In this phase of the interview, the counselor seeks to be
used as an instrument of the Wonderful Counselor to
draw out of the counselee his or her perception of the
primary problems, concerns, complaints, or issues.

Establish
Directives/
Secure
Commitment
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Provide Hope

Assign and
Evaluate
Homework

Phase 2: Assist in Clarifying and Understanding the
Problem
In this phase the counselor, for his or her own benefit and
the benefit of the counselee, first assists the counselee
in clarifying what he or she believes to be the primary
problems that brought him or her to the counseling
table. Repeating back the counselee’s responses from
the prior phase is important here as it ensures accuracy
and helps solidify his o rher perception of the problems.
After the problem is clarified, the counselor builds upon
the information gathered by asking questions that
will provide a greater understanding of the problem.
Questions such as “What do you think caused the
problem?” and “What concerns you most about the
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problem?” are helpful in this phase
of the interview.
Phase 3: Determine Dimensions
Although there is a great deal of
overlap in relation to the questions
the counselor asks, those posed
in this phase are directed at
determining the duration of the
problem and the frequency with
which the factors that contributed
to the problem occurred. Questions
such as “When did the problem
become noticeable?” and/or “How
long have you been experiencing this
problem?” assist in providing insight
into the duration of the problem.
Questions such as “How often does
this happen?” or “Can you think back
to the last time this problem arose
and tell me approximately when it
happened?” are helpful in gaining
an understanding of the frequency
with which the problem is being
experienced.
Gaining insights into the duration
and frequency of the problem assists
the counselor in grasping the length
and depth of the problem (i.e., its
dimensions). If sin is at the root of the
problem, the counselor will be given
insight into how deeply habituated

the counselee is in his or her sin and
will be able to establish accountability
systems, give directives, and assign
appropriate homework as needed.
Phase 4: End the Interview
Counselors are wise to develop
and adopt a standard set of closing
statements and questions to end
the interview component of their
sessions. Such a practice will
safeguard forward momentum and
ensure that a future meeting time
is established. You might wish to
consider the following questions for
use in this phase of the interview
process.
Do you have any questions about
any of the matters that we discussed
today?

friend, it is important that you collect
data in a thoughtful, principled,
and organized manner. Some of
the things we have covered in the
last two articles will help you excel
in this vital part of the counseling
process
1. Webster’s definition of the word dade
is “to hold up by leading strings or by
the hand, as a child while he toddles.”
Thinking about the definition of this
word will be helpful in assisting you
to assume the appropriate posture
toward the counselee. God has brought
to you one of his precious children
with an unsteady spiritual gait in
order to use you as his instrument to
compassionately help the counselee
gain or regain a steady walk on his
earthly pilgrimage.

Is there anything else that you’d like
to share with me before we end this
session?
Do you have a clear understanding
of the homework assignment?
Let’s look at our schedules and
determine the time that will work
best for our next session.
Whether you provide counsel as a
formal counselor, pastor, parent, or

Dr. Jeff L. Doll
is director at The Institute for
Reformed Biblical Counseling,
director at The Shepherd’s Way
Biblical Counseling Center in
Holland, MI, and pastor of biblical
counseling at Cornerstone URC in
Hudsonville, MI.

Update! Outlook Online Articles!
ReformedFellowship.net

DID YOU KNOW... The new Reformed Fellowship
website Articles page contains selected Outlook articles
from the current date back to 3 years old. At 2015 and
older, all articles from each edition are available!
Each article features an accompanying graphic for easy
reference. Yearly indexes are also now available.
We have been busy adding articles and they currently
date back to the beginning of 2005!
Remember: you can search for any word used in any Outlook
article posted in the Article webpage by using the Advanced
search option.
(Articles and Indexes are still in the process of being added,
so keep checking back if you are looking for older content)
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Bible Studies on Nehemiah
Lesson 13: Ordering the Priesthood and
Dedicating the Wall

Dr. Norman 		
De Jong

Scripture Reading: Nehemiah 12
Background Reading: 1 Chronicles 23:1–6; 24:1–5; 25:1

Another chapter full of names.
Almost impossible to pronounce.
Almost impossible to inspire. As we
noted with the previous chapter, the
meanings do not lie exposed on the
surface. To the contrary, we will need
to dig deeply again. Near the surface,
there is an obvious love for and
respect of Jewish history. Nehemiah,
the governor appointed by the
Persian king, is intensely interested
in Jewish history, going back at least
to the first wave of migrants who had
responded to King Cyrus’s invitation
back in 539 BC. He lists the names of
some of the men who had comprised
that first list of persons who had
followed Zerubbabel and Jeshua
from Babylon to Jerusalem. His listing
is highly selective, focusing only on
the priests and Levites who had made
that journey.
When we go back to Ezra 2:64–67,
we find there that there were 49,897
persons who made that trip. We also
note that there were 8,136 beasts of
burden, intended for the carrying of
supplies and food. Nehemiah is not
interested in any of that. His only
interest is in the names of some of
the priests and some of the Levites,
intending to show the historical and
religious continuity over the past
century plus. In our day, we would
think of these as clergy, as ministers
of the gospel, for that is the role the
priests and Levites were called to
play. This is ecclesiastical history, not
military and not political. The church
of God is the primary focus.

As we begin to analyze this listing, we
note some names that will cause us
to question. It appears from this listing
that Ezra was one of the Levites who
came up with Zerubbabel in 538 BC
(Neh. 12:1). When we go back into the
book of Ezra, we find that Ezra does
not appear until Ezra 7, which tells us
about a second wave of migrants, led
by Ezra in 458 BC, eighty years later.
We note also the name of Iddo in
Nehemiah 12:4. That complicates
the picture because his name does
not appear until Ezra 8:17, where he
is listed as “the leading man at the
place Casiphia.” On Ezra’s expedition,
he realized, after three days on the
road, that he did not have in his
entourage any “sons of Levi” who
were needed for proper worship.
Iddo then sends Sherebiah with his
sons and kinsmen to accompany
Ezra. Now, somewhat mysteriously,
both Iddo and Sherebiah are listed
among the much earlier grouping
with Zerubbabel (Ezra 8:17–18) and in
Nehemiah 12:4, 8. Further complication
occurs when we encounter the name
of Jaddua (Neh. 12:11, 22) who is not
listed with Zerubbabel in Ezra 2 or
Ezra 8. A number of commentaries
call attention to the fact that a Jaddua
is referenced in the writings of
Josephus, who describes the work of
a high priest by that name going out
to meet Alexander the Great when he
comes to attack Jerusalem more than
one hundred years later.
On first blush, this listing appears
to create exegetical problems. It
seems inappropriate to list Ezra,

Iddo, Sherebiah, and Jaddua with that
first wave of migrants coming with
Zerubbabel. A search of commentaries
does little to resolve the seeming
dilemma. According to the Expositor’s
Bible Commentary, edited by Edwin
Yamauchi, this listing of names in verses
1–7 has at least five errors. Names of
five different persons listed in verses
14–20, they comment, “is probably
an error.” At the same time, they see
no problem with the names of Ezra,
Iddo, Sherebiah, and Jaddua, which
should present difficulties. According
to the New Bible Commentary, edited
by G. J. Wenham, J. A. Motyer, and
D. A. Carson, this listing of names in
Nehemiah 12 is covered by the excuse
that “detailed analysis of this section
is too complex to be attempted here”
(439).
After considerable research and
reflection, this is the conclusion that
we should adopt. It is quite possible
that Nehemiah is more knowledgeable
about these names than the text would
indicate. When we look back at the
lists in Ezra 2, we find only the names
of family groupings and not the names
of all those in the family. It is quite
probable that there were multiple
persons by those names. It is also
possible that the Greek Septuagint is
the source of the problem, since that
involved translation from Hebrew to
Greek and then to English. We do not
have enough information to resolve
the questions that these names raise.
We should not conclude, as does the
Expositor’s Bible Commentary, that
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the Bible contains a number of
errors or mistakes.

The procession must have been
impressive. With thousands of
people, they marched around
the city and then divided into
two huge choirs. Nehemiah
organized them into two groups,
one led by Ezra and the other
led by himself, singing psalms as
they marched down the walls of
the city. At various places they
probably sang as antiphonal
choirs but then converged in the
temple itself (Neh. 12:40). With
such large choirs and so many
trumpets, cymbals, and other
instruments being utilized, “the
joy of Jerusalem was heard far
away” (Neh. 12:43).

The more important consideration
in Nehemiah 12 is the dedication
of the wall. There is much to be
learned as we reflect on this
celebration. First and foremost,
this is a necessary and appropriate
celebration. Nehemiah was sent
by the king of Persia to do this
specific task. The project was
blessed by God in numerous,
significant ways. The enemies
of God had done everything
possible to prevent the rebuilding
of the wall. At one point they had
ridiculed the project, claiming that
the wall would be so weak and
feeble that a fox would cause
it to crumble (Neh. 4:3). In spite
of all the enemies’ efforts, the
wall was completely restored in
fifty-two days (Neh. 6:15). Now,
instead of foxes running on the
walls, Nehemiah organizes two
very large choirs converging on
the walls, playing instruments and
singing praises to God for what
he has accomplished. These walls
are wide, strong, and impressive.
Hundreds of choir members and
instrumentalists are safely walking
down the walls.
Jerusalem is the city of God. It is
also the city of David, for it was
David’s army which had captured
this city from the Jebusites. It was
also the place where the temple
was located, to direct and focus
the worship of God. Jerusalem
had been utterly destroyed by the
Babylonian army in 586 BC, not
because of Nebuchadnezzar’s
evil desires but because of
God’s wrath. Nebuchadnezzar
was God’s servant, carrying out
a punishment decreed by God
as an expression of his anger
against a host of sins. Now, more
than a century and a half later, the
temple has been restored. The
walls have been rebuilt. The city
has been repopulated. All great
reasons for a wild celebration.
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All great reasons to dedicate the city and
the people to a renewed service to God. For
approximately 150 years, Jerusalem was a city
in ruins. Now, once again, it is “the holy city, the
city where God dwelt.”
That required a celebration. That called for
priests and Levites from all over the provinces
of Judah and Benjamin to make the trip and
gather in the Holy City. They came with all their
musical instruments, leaving nothing behind
(Neh. 12:27). They also “purified themselves,
and they purified the people and the gates and
the wall” (Neh. 12:30). By performing this ritual,
they are reminded that God is a holy, righteous
God who cannot tolerate evil. It reminded
them of the laver in the temple, positioned
immediately before the entrance into the Holy
of Holies.

When we get to verse 44, we see
another excellent quality of leadership being displayed by Nehemiah. Various commentators
hail him as a great organizer and
manager. That is certainly justified. In the last part of Nehemiah
12, he demonstrates the importance of establishing wise policies and procedures for the care
and distribution of facilities and
contributions. Church councils
and deacons would do well to imitate some of these procedures.
Nehemiah again appeals to the
practices initiated by King David
more than five hundred years before. Tithes and offerings had to
be closely supervised. None of
that could be left to the care of
a single person, for that quickly
leads to mismanagement and
even embezzlement. What we
have here in Nehemiah 12 is a
precursor to what we will see violated in Nehemiah 13 (more of that
in the final lesson). We should also
observe that Nehemiah “gave the
daily portions for the singers and
the gatekeepers, and they set
apart that which was for the Levites, and the Levites set apart that
which was for the sons of Aaron”
(Neh. 12:47). Good management
of resources should characterize
every church. Regular, faithful pay-

ment for services rendered should also be
established. That should not lead anyone to
conclude that church choirs should be paid
for singing. Such decisions require discernment.
Nehemiah once again gives credit to
David and Solomon for the organizational
patterns that they had established. David
had appointed Asaph to be his minister of
music and allowed him not only to direct
his choirs of praise but also to compose
a number of psalms (73–83). It is also of
interest that these activities of David are
recorded for us in the book of Chronicles,
which, most commentaries assume,
was written by Ezra, the co-worker of
Nehemiah. To think of Ezra and Nehemiah
both being used by God in such significant
ways, side by side, gives us deeper insight
into the ways by which God produced his
most holy Word.

Discussion Starters
What might be some reasons why God has put so many names of so
many people in his Word?
Are names important to you? Should they be? Should names be
important to pastors and elders? Why?
What was your reaction as you read the discussion about the names in
the opening verses that did not seem to belong there? Is it possible that
human errors have crept into some of today’s translations? Would such
negate the infallibility of Scripture? Why not?
If you had been in Jerusalem at the time of this dedication, would you
have become joyfully involved? What would have motivated you? In what
activities would you engage?
What aspects of the dedication services would you have found most
thrilling?
Is it important that your congregation have established clear policies and
procedures for all facilities and financial matters? Does the Bible give us
clear guidelines for such? Where would you find them?
Some denominations choose not to use musical instruments. Is that
wise?
Some denominations choose to sing only psalms and not hymns. Is that
wise?
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Bible Studies on Nehemiah
Lesson 14: Evil Raises Its Ugly Head Again

Dr. Norman 		
De Jong

Scripture Reading: Nehemiah 13
Background Reading: Joshua 23:4–13

As we begin our study of Nehemiah 13, we are immediately
confronted with a controversy. Our English Standard Version
opens with the phrase, “On that day they read from the book
of Moses.” What day was that? When did that reading from the
Law occur? Commentaries are widely split on the answer. Some
want to insist that this particular day occurred when Nehemiah
came back to Jerusalem after having gone back to Persia to
report on his work to King Artaxerxes. These commentaries
want to connect the reading of the Law with the variety of evils
against which Nehemiah is complaining in the rest of the chapter.
Adopting that meaning would suggest that this reading occurred
in 432 BC, thirteen or fourteen years after the dedication of the
walls and the city.
Other commentaries want to place this reading of the Law soon
after the dedication ceremony that is recorded for us in Nehemiah
12. I prefer this conclusion for a number of reasons. First, the
dedication ceremony was a time where all the people had been
gathered in Jerusalem and were moved spiritually by this most
impressive event. Second, the dedication event was led, in part,
by Ezra, who was commissioned for that task and had led such
readings of the Law earlier. He had encountered a similar sinful
practice before Nehemiah had arrived on the scene and had
dealt with it properly (see Ezra 10:18–44; Neh. 8:1–3). Ezra is the
scribe who was the most logical leader of that event. He does
not appear anywhere in Nehemiah 13. Third, the language of
Nehemiah 13:1 is identical to that of Nehemiah 12:44, which did
occur soon after the dedication. Fourth, the reading of the Law
and the “separation from Israel all those of foreign descent” is
in harmony with the dedication ceremony and is contrary to the
work of Eliashib the priest, as recorded in Nehemiah 13:4.
Commentaries are generally agreed that Nehemiah served two
different terms as governor of Jerusalem and Judea. The first
term was from 445 BC to 433 BC, twelve years. The second
term is of indefinite origin and length. Nehemiah tells us that
“in the thirty-second year of Artaxerxes king of Babylon I went
to the king. And after some time I asked leave of the king and
came to Jerusalem” (Neh. 13:6–7). The length of time back in
the capital of Persia is not given, but it is evident that many
of these evil practices sprang up while he was away from
Jerusalem. That situation reminds us of the old adage, “The
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mice will play while the cat is away.” While he was
in Jerusalem, Nehemiah demonstrated that he was
an aggressive, no-nonsense, godly leader. He had
boldly challenged the large landowners and the
nobles for their shoddy treatment of the poor (Neh.
5). He had masterminded the work of rebuilding
the wall, equipping the builders with military tools
while working. He had successfully thwarted the
conspiracies of Sanballat, Tobiah, and Geshem who
had wanted him killed (Neh. 6).

Given that outstanding record of
faithful leadership, it is apparent
that much of the evil described in
Nehemiah 13 occurred while he
was away from Jerusalem. That
is confirmed by the phrase “now
before this” (Neh. 13:4) and “While
this was taking place, I was not in
Jerusalem” (Neh. 13:6). Absence of
strong leadership, or the presence of
weak leadership, contributes to the
spread of evil and disobedience. This
remnant of Israel, living in Jerusalem,
is demonstrating an inclination to sin.
All humans, including all those within
the church, are inclined by nature to
hate God and his laws. Apart from
the redeeming grace of God, all
humans are enemies of the Lord. The
saddest aspect of this chapter is that
the evil is being fostered by the high
priest Eliashiib (Neh. 3:1). He was the
grandson of Jeshua, the high priest
who led the first migration in 538 BC
with Zerubbabel. He was also related
by marriage to Tobiah, who was an
Ammonite ruler who had married
an Israelite woman. The high priest
should have been very familiar with all
the conflict that had been caused by
Tobiah, Sanballat, and Geshem earlier.
He allowed familial relationships to
trump divine commandment.
By divine edict, no Ammonite or
Moabite male might enter the
tabernacle or the temple. This was
clearly stipulated in Mosaic law (Deut.
23:3–6) and had been reinforced
recently in Nehemiah 10:28–30. The
people of Jerusalem, under Ezra’s
capable leadership, had committed
themselves to obeying God’s laws
and had agreed to the annulment of
111 offenders, even though this meant
separating husbands and wives from
each other and from their children
(Ezra 10:18–44).
Eliashib not only violates those
commands, but also he offers Tobiah
a “large chamber” in the “house of our
God,” that is, the temple. Judging from
Nehemiah’s almost violent reaction,
such an event would never have

occurred while Nehemiah was actively
serving as governor. The placement
of Tobiah’s “office” is specified:
“where they had previously put the
grain offering, the frankincense,
the vessels, and the tithes of grain,
wine, and oil” (Neh. 13:5). All of these
contributions were intended for the
Levites, singers, gatekeepers, and the
priests. In somewhat typical fashion,
Nehemiah demonstrates his anger
by throwing out all the household
furniture of Tobiah. Then he had the
temple cleansed and brought back all
the items that rightfully belonged in
that part of the temple. The implication
of Tobiah setting up housekeeping for
himself and his family in the temple
illustrates an utter disdain for Jehovah.
The high priest should never have
allowed this travesty to happen, but
he, too, shows no fear of a righteous,
holy God.
A second evil that had occurred while
Nehemiah was back in the Persian
capital was in the failure to provide
payment for the Levites and singers.
At the conclusion of Nehemiah 12,
we find that the people of Jerusalem
had been faithful in providing for
the support of these workers in
temple service. Ever since the time
of Zerubbabel, payment had been
willingly and joyfully provided. Earlier,
when the nobility had been governed
by selfish motives and had caused
real hardship, the governor himself
had contributed generously from
his own resources. He lists those
contributions as “1000 darics of gold,
50 basins, 30 priests’ garments, and
500 minas of silver” (Neh. 7:70). The
message was crystal clear: you must
make certain that all those workers in
the temple must be paid adequately
and regularly. Do not shortchange the
ministers of God! Nehemiah responds
appropriately by appointing specific,
capable, reliable men to oversee this
aspect of kingdom work.
A third evil that has become prevalent
is that of Sabbath desecration. In
the fourth commandment God had
specified that all of his people were to

“remember the Sabbath day, to keep
it holy. Six days you shall labor and do
all your work, but the seventh day is a
Sabbath to the Lord your God” (Exod.
20:8–10). Punishment for violating
that law was death, even for a simple
infraction like picking up sticks (Num.
15:32–36). Nehemiah now, some
hundreds of years later, reminds the
people that this violation of God’s
law was one of the primary reasons
why God had sent Nebuchadnezzar
as his enforcer against Judah and
Jerusalem almost two centuries
earlier (Neh. 13:18). During the time
of the Babylonian captivity, the
prophet Ezekiel had also made this
one of his prominent concerns.
Ezekiel emphasizes the importance
of Sabbath observance by making
it the third sign of the covenant
(Ezek. 20:12, 20). That message from
Ezekiel had been particularly aimed
at the remnant who was returning
to Jerusalem in that first wave of
migrants in 538 BC.
Nehemiah gives us some detailed
descriptions of the various ways that
God’s law was being broken. A number
of his examples refer to commercial
activities normally performed during the
week. Treading winepresses, loading
donkeys, bringing garden produce
into the city markets, and bartering
for fresh fish were all ordinary weekly
activities. But none of that was to be
allowed on the Sabbath. Regrettably,
the people did not care. They did
it anyway. None of this was secret.
The people were boldly engaging
in commerce, on the Sabbath day,
in Jerusalem itself. Again, this
demonstrates an absolute disdain for
God’s law. True to form, Nehemiah
boldly confronts the nobles, reminding
them of God’s wrath against sin. He
calls to mind God’s wrath against
Jerusalem, resulting in the seventy
years of captivity.
True to form again, the governor takes
quick, responsible action. He demands
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that the gates into the city be shut
before the Sabbath began and not
opened until after the Sabbath had
passed. He places guards at the
gates to make certain that no one
tries to enter. True to form, some of
the merchants protested by camping
outside the gates with their wares.
They tried this “once or twice,” but the
governor threatens them by promising
“to lay hands on them” (Neh. 13:31).
This produced the desired results,
but that was not the end of the matter.
Up to this point, the offense could
have been considered strictly as an
economic matter. That would leave
the wrong impression. So, to make
certain that Sabbath desecration
was recognized as a spiritual matter,
Nehemiah commands the Levites to
make it a part of their regular, weekly
assignment. The ministerial class, not
the nobility, is to make certain that the
Sabbath is kept holy. Any merchant
approaching the city gates as the
Sabbath approached would be met
by Levites, not armed with clubs or
spears but with the Word of God.
A fourth evil that Nehemiah has to
deal with is that of intermarriage
between believers and unbelievers.
This, too, was an age-old problem,
traced back at least to Judah, who
cohabited with a Canaanite woman
and produced at least three sons
with her (Gen. 38:1–5). When the first
wave of migrants went from Persia
to Jerusalem in 538 BC, the ratio of
men to women was heavily favored
to the male side (Ezra 2:64). That
resulted in hundreds of men finding
pagan women delightful and marrying
them. Among those were a number of
Levites, who were supposed to remain
holy and pure. Ezra 9 and Ezra 10 are
devoted to resolving those issues,
with annulments being demanded
of 111 priests and Levites. During
Nehemiah’s first term as governor,
that had also become a problem.
Reference to that situation is found
in Nehemiah 10:28–29. Now, when
Nehemiah returns to Jerusalem for

his second stint as governor, that evil
again raises its ugly head. What caught
his attention were children who could
not speak the Hebrew language but
were fluent in the language of Ashdod
(Neh. 13:24). In typical fashion, the
governor “confronted them and
cursed them and beat some of them
and pulled out their hair” (Neh. 13:25).
The “hair” is probably a reference to
fathers’ beards and not to the hair of
the children. In contrast to an earlier
but similar problem, Ezra pulled the
hair from his own head and beard
(Ezra 9:3–40). Nehemiah is more
inclined to violent reactions, but he
is also very godly. Then he makes
them take an oath that the Israelites
would no longer allow such patterns
to develop.
During the same historical period, the
prophet Malachi is living in Jerusalem

and confronts this very problem.
Malachi treats this sin as a “profaning
of the covenant” and asks God to
“cut off from the tents of Jacob any
descendant of the man who does
this” (Mal. 2:12). This same prophet
warns the people that their Messiah
will be coming, not like a tiny baby in a
manger but as a “refiner’s fire and like
fuller’s soap” (Mal. 2:2–3). In harmony
with Nehemiah’s final chapter, the
last prophet of the Old Testament
era, Malachi, leaves the reader
with a message of recurrent evil, of
repetitious violation of God’s laws,
and of impending judgment. Yes, the
Anointed One will come as a Savior
from sins, of which there are many,
but he will also come as a Sanctifier
who will refine and purify his people.
God’s people not only need to be
saved from their sins; they also need
to be sanctified, made holy.

Discussion Starters
As you finish studying the book of Nehemiah, are you surprised or
disappointed at the somewhat negative conclusion?
Are you comfortable with my conclusion that the opening verses of Nehemiah
13 are more appropriately connected to the end of Nehemiah 12? Defend your
answer.
Are you disappointed in the actions of Eliashib in the appointing of Tobiah to a
temple office? What motivated the high priest to make such a commitment?
Why is (and was) God so emphatic in prohibiting marriage between believers
and unbelievers? What sins would probably accrue to such marriages? What
warnings did Joshua offer before he died (Josh. 23:4–13)?
Why is God so emphatic in prohibiting idolatry (see Exod. 34:13–14)? Does
God’s command to “tear down their altars” apply to us today?
Muslim fanatics are known to destroy Christian church buildings and to
remove crosses wherever they find them. What is their rationale? Are they
justified in doing such?
If Mormons set up a statue of Joseph Smith in a neighboring park, should you
try to have it removed? How does the petition “thy kingdom come” apply to
such a situation?
As you reflect, what are some of the important truths you have learned from
these studies on Nehemiah?

Dr. Norman De Jong
is a semi-retired minister in the
Orthodox Presbyterian Church.
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Promises... Promises

Life is full of promises! We promise
to pay an employee for agreedupon work. The employee agrees
to do the work and, therefore,
promises faithfulness to his
employer. Couples make promises
to each other in the covenant of
marriage. And so one could go on
and on telling of how promises are
manifest in our lives.

made a promise to me: “Tomorrow
I will give you an orange.” The
next morning I eagerly awaited
receiving an orange, but none was
ever given me. Likely my dear aunt
forgot about the promise because
of poor memory. Even though her
oversight was unintentional, it
still left me with a heavy heart and
without the promised orange.

Promises are usually made with
a view to doing some good for
another. Thus, God’s first promise
to our parents, after their fall into
sin, was the promise of future
redemption. We refer to it as
the proto-evangelium, or first
gospel. However, sinful man has
sometimes perverted the meaning
of promise and used it in an
evil sense. So, for example, the
Sanhedrin “promised to give [Judas]
money” to betray Jesus (Mark 14:11).
And Judas, in return, promised to
“hand Jesus over to them when no
crowd was present” (Luke 22:6). In
addition to misusing the meaning
of promise, people often use
promise with good intent but then
fail to fulfill the good promised.
When I was a young boy I spent a
night at my aunt’s house. As she
tucked me in bed that night she

God is a God of promises.
“According to one person’s count
there are 3573 promises in the Bible.
The word promise itself occurs over
50 times in the King James Version
of the Bible” (Bible lnformation.
com, s.v. “promises”). Jesus also
made many promises to his
disciples which, therefore, includes
all believers. These promises give
great comfort to believers even
to this very day, and especially in
times of losing loved ones in death.
How we rejoice to hear—at the
funeral service—the words of Jesus:
“I am the resurrection and the life.
He who believes in me will live,
even though he dies; and whoever
lives and believes in me will never
die” (John 11:25), And again at the
burial, we are reminded that while
we commit the believer’s body to
the ground, we look for “the general

Dr. Harry G.
Arnold

resurrection in the last day, and the
life of the world to come, through
our Lord Jesus Christ; at whose
second coming in glorious majesty
to judge the world, the earth and
the sea shall give up their dead; and
the corruptible bodies of those who
sleep in him shall be changed, and
made like unto his glorious body;
according to the working whereby
he is able to subdue all things unto
himself” (Liturgy of the Reformed
Church in America, p. 57).
The believer’s hope of life now and
forever is based on the finished
work of Christ. Because Jesus
completed the work that the
Father sent him to do, he was able
to promise the Holy Spirit to his
disciples before he left them. Since
the Holy Spirit has now come, the
promises of God are made personal
to every believer. As Jesus himself
made clear: “He [the Holy Spirit] will
bring glory to me by taking from
what is mine and making it known
to you” (John 16:14). Thus, every
believer now lives in the hope of
being with the Lord at death. And
we certainly live in the reality of the
Holy Spirit’s presence in our lives as
we bear witness to our Savior’s life,
death, resurrection, and final return.
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Believers live and die in the hope of
the resurrection of their bodies at
the last day. What a blessed future
is ours!
Nonetheless, we must also be
reminded that God’s promises are
intended to be embraced in faith.
If one turns a deaf ear to God’s
promises, then sad consequences
follow. When Israel failed to be
faithful to God’s covenant and
worshiped other gods, they suffered
greatly. God told them: “You have
disobeyed me . . . Now therefore I
tell you that I will not drive them
out before you; they will be thorns
in your sides and their gods will be
a snare to you” (Judg. 2:2–3).
Let God’s condemnation of Israel’s
unfaithfulness be a solemn warning
to us today. Often we have occasion
to rejoice when young people
make public profession of faith in
a congregation. They answer the
questions put to them with a firm

voice of solemn commitment. Yet
sadly, some do not live out their
commitment. A few may find
their joy in the sinful activities of
the worldly friends with whom
they sometimes hang out. Others
may fail to attend church services
with any degree of regularity and
often drift away from the church
altogether. It would seem obvious
that it is possible to break covenant
with God by disobeying him, as
really as Israel did in the time of the
judges.
Let us be encouraged by the fact
that God is always faithful to his
word of promise. And his promise
also includes the assurance that
he will forgive us when we repent
of sin and seek him again. God
will always accept us back into his
fold. The prodigal son learned by
personal experience this amazing
truth. Scripture relates the scene
as the prodigal returns home: “But
while he was still a long way off,

his father saw him and was filled
with compassion for him; he ran
to his son, threw his arms around
him and kissed him” (Luke 15:20).
What a welcome home! That is
also the heart-warming experience
of everyone who returns in true
penitence and faith to God.
The first promise of Scripture is
about our salvation. And the last
promise of Jesus is about the final
completion of our salvation: “Yes, I
am coming soon” (Rev. 22:20). With
the great church of all believers, we
respond: “Amen. Come, Lord Jesus”
(Rev. 22:20).

Dr. Harry G. Arnold
is a retired minister in the Christian
Reformed Church and lives in
Portage, MI. He is a member of
Grace Christian Reformed Church
in Kalamazoo, MI.
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